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INTROducTION
– the importance of pump selection for irrigation

Nature, it is ofteN said, is 

truly amaziNg. With the 

right combiNatioN of suN, 

soil, temperature aNd Water, 

plaNt life caN flourish.  

sometimes hoWever, Nature 

caN use a helpiNg haNd.
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adding water through irrigation has been practiced for thousands of years. irrigation can enhance both 
crop quality and quantity and it can even do so in areas where precipitation already can sustain agricul-
ture. for recreational activities, irrigation keeps playing surfaces lush and attractive.

proper irrigation requires growers to understand soil properties, climatology, hydraulics, botany, and 
engineering. effective, efficient irrigation is the result of knowing when and how much to irrigate. mak-
ing the best possible use of the water supply with a minimal impact on water quality minimizes energy 
costs and therefore saves the owner money. 

The IRRIGATION pump hANdbOOk
this irrigation pump handbook is a comprehensive presenta-
tion of modern irrigation today, and what has gone before. our 
aim is not to provide a ‘how-to’ guide to building an irrigation 
system; rather it is to explain why an irrigation system is com-
plex, and to make that complexity understandable. 

this is to help the farmer and the installer make the right deci-
sions, ensuring that the right solution is chosen, from system 
layouts, to our recommendations for which pumps may be 
employed in irrigation systems.

grundfos’ experience with water supply pumps goes all the 
way back to our earliest years. in fact, a water supply pump 
was the very first pump we ever created. today, our product 
portfolio features submersible pumps, vertical turbine pumps,  
end suction pumps, horizontal split-case pump, smart and 
digital dosing pumps, multi-stage in-line pumps, variable 
frequency drives (VfD), chemical feed and pressure boost-
ing pumps for all needs. We provide pumps for groundwater 
systems and surface water systems. 

We are never far away from the people who need us. our local 
facilities and partners ensure that pumps, replacement parts 
and expert advisors are always close at hand. a global com-
pany, grundfos can be found in all major agricultural centers 
in the usa.

to better serve farmers and irrigation system suppliers, grund-
fos has brought in the paco and peerless product ranges to 
create a formidable line-up of pumping systems for irrigation.

each company has a long-standing position and experience 
with agricultural applications. from deep-set turbines to sur-
face boosting operations, we have the products and expertise 
to meet irrigation needs going forward. our respective herit-
ages and contributions put us in a unique position to under-
stand the historical needs of the market and to help farming 
communities meet the challenges ahead.

grundfos wishes to thank the center for irrigation technology 
(cit) at california state university fresno and the irrigation 
association (ia) for their cooperation in the preparation of this 
book.

cORRecT pump selecTION
pump selection is crucial to ensuring that the farmer’s irrigation 
design layout meets the precise requirements for the crop and 
optimizes irrigation efficiency. these requirements are satisfied 
if the pump matches the irrigation system, flow pressure is kept 
low, and controls are used. this is where grundfos comes in, and 
a brief introduction to pump selection follows.

Different types of irrigation techniques place varied demands 
on how water is pumped from the source and distributed with-
in the field. the goal is to supply the entire field uniformly with 
water using the least amount of energy, ensuring that each 
plant has the amount of water it needs, neither too much nor 
too little. modern irrigation methods are efficient enough to 
achieve this goal, and having the right pump is crucial. 

irrigating an entire field uniformly is best accomplished by  
dividing the area to be irrigated into zones. a zone can be de-
fined according to irrigation need, types of crops, and soil type 
and is often served by a single irrigation valve that provides  
water to a large number of drippers, surface or sub-surface tape 
products or sprinklers that are connected by pipes or tubes.  
irrigation systems are divided into zones because there is  
usually not enough pressure and available flow to run the  
irrigation system for an entire field at any one time. an irriga-
tion controller – either mechanical or, increasingly, electri-
cal and online – signals a zone to turn on at a specific time 
and keeps it on for a specified amount of time. center pivots  
typically are operated by one pump and do not have zones, as 
when the pump is turned on, the pivot operates as well.
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Select irrigation equipment first
Different irrigation equipment requires different amounts 
of water and pressure, and the equipment must therefore be  
selected before selecting the pump. the controller must not be 
overlooked. With pump performance controlled, irrigation can 
be turned on and off during predefined periods. Water can be 
conserved by not irrigating in direct sunlight, or when winds  
are heavy. 

a controller can be programmed to optimize operation with  
due respect to both the crop and water conservation, for  
example by turning the pump off for a time will allow the soil 
to absorb the irrigated water. engaging it later on will improve 
infiltration rate and reduce run off.

smart pump control for irrigation is becoming more wide-
spread, as farmers better understand the benefits of computer-
controlled systems and distributors become better at including 
monitoring and control in their service offerings to farmers. 
Weather data, soil moisture sensors, and rain sensors can all 
play together with pressure control for fully automated irri-
gation systems.

consider the water source
successful agriculture is dependent upon farmers having  
sufficient access to water. looking back to the middle of the 
last century, the common perception was that water was an 
infinite resource. today, we are aware that water is a resource 
that needs to be managed. this is not only a question of more 
mouths to feed, people today consume more calories and eat 
more meat, and this requires more water to produce food. to 
meet future demands, world food production must double by 
2045. 

sources of irrigation water can be groundwater extracted from 
springs or by using wells, surface water drawn from rivers,  
canals, lakes or reservoirs or non-conventional sources like 
treated wastewater, desalinated water, drainage water, or re-
claimed water generally.

the location of the irrigation water makes a difference to the 
pump that should be selected. Deep-well submersible pumps 
and turbine pumps are specially designed to lift water from  
several hundred feet underground, and a variety of pumps can 
be used when drawing surface water.

if submersible pumps are used when drawing water from a 
reservoir or lake, advantages are improved theft protection,  
because the pumps are submerged, and reduced noise, be-
cause noise is limited to that from the pipes and the valves.  
the majority of north american farmers use oil-lubricated 
vertical turbine pumps in locations where noise is not a factor. 

these pumps also provide easy access to the motor for any ser-
vice or replacement that may be required. 

two basic elements are crucial to ensure flow of water to the 
irrigation system: the availability of water, and the crop’s need 
for water.

if the source is groundwater, the recommendation is to use 
more than one well in order to minimize drawdown. further-
more, employing several small pumps rather than one large 
pump offers many benefits, including easy cut in/cut out of 
pumps according to flow demand, reduced aquifer drawdown, 
thereby reducing energy consumption as lifting height is  
limited, and avoiding negative influences on the aquifer. if  
one pump is to be used with a requirement of a wide range of 
flows due to zones or different crop types and water require-
ments, a variable frequency drive (VfD) may be a good choice. 

A basis for pump selection 
pumps for irrigation have typically been over-sized. choosing  
a correctly sized pump is crucial to the success of the irriga-
tion system, and things to consider include keeping power 
consumption low, maintaining system pressure, and adding  
variable speed control (using a VfD) and motor protection. 

today, pumps have to be much more integrated with the rest of 
the irrigation system. this means the pump must be designed 
to match the rest of the irrigation equipment, or the irrigation 
equipment must be designed to match the pump. 

taking power consumption first, pumps and motors have dif-
ferent efficiencies, and the overall efficiency should always be 
calculated before the final selection is made. the electricity 
bill will depend on how many kW the motor absorbs. simply 
compare the flow and head produced by the pump with the kW  
consumption of the motor. most pump manufacturers are  

tWo basic elemeNts are 

crucial to eNsure floW of 

Water to the irrigatioN 

system: the availability 

of Water, aNd the crop’s 

Need for Water.
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able to provide all relevant data, so a true calculation of the  
efficiency can be made.

Keeping system pressure as low as possible is an effective way 
of reducing leakages, conserving water and reducing energy 
consumption. however, a specific minimum pressure for proper 
functioning is usually necessary, and without this, the correct 
performance of the irrigation equipment cannot be guaranteed.

the pump must do more than simply deliver water to the pipes 
in order to be effective. for example, adding a VfD improves  
the efficiency of groundwater withdrawal when pumping  
directly into an irrigation system. surface water intake and  
distribution can be improved by using multi-pump pressure 
boosting systems, and across the board, monitoring and con-
trol systems further safeguard the reliable flow of water by 
protecting the pump from dry-running, motor breakdown or 
power supply irregularities. motor protection ultimately saves 
on maintenance and service checks. 

An integrated design means cost savings
all these elements must be fully integrated into the design to 
provide the benefits that a modern irrigation pumping system 
can offer the farmer. maintaining correct pressure and flow in 
the pipes and at the nozzle means more water per kWh and 
savings on energy, which is one of the highest cost drivers in 
farming.

if the pump matches the irrigation system, if pressure is not 
higher than necessary, and if controls are used, then operating 
costs generally are lowered. Water delivered with greater pre-
cision to the crop results in a better harvest, increased profit-
ability and better water management, ensuring sustainable 
agriculture in the future.
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AvAIlAbIlITy 
Of wATeR

ideNtifyiNg the characteristics of your Water 

source is vital for the quality of your irrigatioN.  

differeNt Water sources must of course be  

maNaged differeNtly. 

the performaNce of the pump relies heavily oN 

a systematic aNalysis of the Water source, aNd 

makiNg the proper selectioN of equipmeNt based 

oN this data.
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The wATeR cycle
Water can come from several different sources; groundwater, 
surface water, rain harvesting, or water storage. some growers 
may have easy access to quite a few of these resources, while 
others have trouble getting sufficient water from one of them. 
the availability of water depends on the location of the field. 
in addition, the crop that is being grown and the irrigation 
method used has an effect on the amount of water needed. it 
is important for all growers to manage their water source to 
ensure a successful growing season.  

GROuNdwATeR
groundwater may be the most reliable water source on earth 
and its correct management is vital to ensure its supply for the 
future. unfortunately, groundwater measurements are fairly 
complicated, because its flow is hidden. so if the availability 
of groundwater is not watched carefully then problems such 
as supply limitations, pump wear, clogging, and over-pumping 
may occur. 

over-pumping is when more water is being pumped from a well 
than the well can efficiently supply, meaning the groundwater 
cannot be replenished. the pump will dry-run and be dam-
aged, if the pump keeps running. if the pump pulls in sand, this  
can also damage the pump. using an in-well sand separator 
prior to the pump unit will remove unwanted sand. however, 
the best way for the farmer to try to prevent damage to the  
water supply and pump is to analyze how much water the well 
can provide.

When selecting the correct pump for pumping groundwater, 
the ph of the water, the temperature of the water, the minerals 
in the water and the salinity are important. the length of the 
irrigation period and the total run time of the pump must be 
considered to provide enough time for service and repairs, also 
if additional irrigation run times are required due to extreme-
ly hot temperatures. if electrical use rates are based on when 
the pump is operating, an important consideration is to select  
the pump size so that water delivery can be made in off peak 
operating times. 

the type of irrigation system being used should be taken into 
account when selecting a pump due to different operating  
pressures that may be required from, say, a sprinkler system 
compared to a drip irrigation system. an incorrect selection can 
lead to inadequate water and/or pressure. the water quality  
may also cause increased wear on the impellers and other 
pump components. 

it is possible that the availability of water in a well is constantly 
changing. if that is the case, a VfD should be used; they are  
designed to react to unsteady water flow and safeguard the 
pump from dry-running. similarly, if the water table drops dur-
ing the irrigation season a VfD  may be used to ensure the flow 
and pressure required for the irrigation system. the pump and 
motor selection must be made for the maximum drawdown 
level to ensure the proper water and pressure requirements. 

in some cases a farmer may know that if he pumps water 
straight from the well, he will not have enough water. in that 
case a reservoir can be built to store the water and pump from 
this surface supply when required. Water is steadily pumped 
into a reservoir for longer time periods than it is pumped out 
while it is pumped out of the reservoir at a faster rate than it 
is pumped in. the amount of water in the reservoir therefore 
balances out and can provide a sufficient supply of water for 
the farmer. 

this may be done for frost protection systems where a large 
quantity of water may be required. however, surface storage 
of water may lead to the need for treatment, due to algae or 
other organic materials that find their way into the reservoir. 
once water is placed into a reservoir it must be treated as  
surface water. 

Water availability on Earth:

•	 3% is fresh or 1% available for use
•	 70% is held in the ice caps
•	 30% is available as groundwater or 

from lakes and streams

AvAIlAbIlITy Of wATeR
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suRfAce wATeR
surface water is the second most common source of fresh- 
water. it comes in many different forms, from lakes, springs,  
rivers, ditches, streams, and so on. Water can easily be pumped 
from any surface water location. nevertheless, there are some 
factors that need to be considered in order to design an efficient 
surface water pumping system. 

the first thing that one should realize is that if a public surface 
water source is being used, several users will be pumping from 
it, and the water level can be significantly lower during dry  
seasons. in order to ensure an adequate amount of water and 
to prevent dry-running a pump, a water storage facility should 
be created. 

if the water source is prone to flooding, submersible pumps 
should be used; dry motor pumps will be damaged beyond  
repair if they become submerged in water. if a pump is in an 
area where it may be stolen, it should be protected with a fence 
or structure to prevent theft or at least make it diffucult to steal. 

another factor to consider when designing a surface water 
pumping system is the water quality. surface water can carry 
a substantial amount of mud, silt, and other particles during 
the rainy and snow-melting season. it is important to construct 
a settling canal before the pump suction to prevent these  
particles from entering the pumping system. the canal needs  
to be at least twenty feet long, and its flow velocity should be  
no more than 0.05 feet per second when water is being pumped. 
the particles that settle in the canal need to be removed be-
fore every irrigation season so that it can function efficiently. 
organism growth in the canal may also affect its performance. 
the canal should therefore be covered so that sunlight will not 
stimulate organic growth. the water can also be treated or pre-
screened at the intake of the pump with self-cleaning screens 
or a series of screens to prevent trash and other organic mate-
rials from entering the pump and interfering with the operation 
of the pump.

RAINwATeR hARvesTING
When groundwater and surface water is not available or does 
not provide enough water, artificial reservoirs can be created to 
bring an ample amount of water to a farm. two types of man-
made reservoirs are rainwater harvesting systems and water 
storage systems. this option is of course limited in many dry 
climates where there may not be sufficient rainfall to make 
this practical. it can however be another source to supplement  
surface or groundwater supply. 

rainwater can be harvested and stored for future use. sur-
faces such as roofs, roads, and paved areas are used to collect 
the water, and it is then stored in tanks. in order to design a 
sufficient rainwater harvest system, the demand of water,  

average amount of rainfall, and size of storage tanks have to be 
considered. this system alone usually does not capture enough  
water to perform all irrigation applications, but it has the abi-
lity to carry out most. treatment of the water during storage 
may be required as runoff from roofs and other structures may  
create water quality issues.
 

wATeR sTORAGe
a water storage system can either be built as an above ground, 
open-air basin, or as an underground water tank. these two 
different types of water storage systems perform the same 
function, holding water that will be used during peak demand 
periods, because the main water source cannot meet the peak 
demand for water. the system that is above ground is less  
expensive to build or remove. however, water can evaporate, 
which may lead to a build-up of salt. since it is above ground, 
algae and moss are more prone to grow, the basin takes up 
productive space, and there is the risk of drowning when  
working in or around the basin. underground tanks do not pose 
the problems that open-air basins do. however, they are more 
expensive to build and remove. 

for both types of water storage systems, parallel operating 
boosters should be used for the distribution pump system. they 
offer several benefits, including smaller motor sizes, starting 
amp reduction, and water hammer reduction. 

a water bank is a further type of water storage. this involves 
pumping water down a well in one place to replenish the  
aquifer, thereby storing it. the water is then drawn up again 
when needed.
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sOIl-wATeR-plANT  
RelATIONshIps

the groWth of a crop does Not solely 

depeNd oN its WateriNg schedule. there 

is aN iNtricate relatioNship betWeeN the 

soil, Water, aNd crop that has a direct  

effect oN the crop’s developmeNt. 

a crop is depeNdeNt oN its soil aNd Water 

iN order to groW Well. 
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sOIl Types
soil is formed by the interaction of plants, animals, climactic 
factors and weathered rock. it consists of mineral particles,  
decaying organic matter, water, air and living organisms. about 
half of soil is solely pore space; this is the pockets of air that 
allow roots to move and water to infiltrate. the other half of 
soil is made up of mineral and organic matter. organic matter, 
however, only takes up between one and four percent of the 
soil’s substance. 

the majority of soil is a combination of clay, silt, and sand. since 
these three elements play such a vital role in the breakdown of 
soil, soil classifications are determined based on how much of 
each element is in the soil.

each of these particles is unique. sand is the smallest soil parti-
cle that can be seen with the naked eye. Because it is loose and 
single grained, it feels gritty when it is dry or wet. if a handful  
of sand is squeezed when it is dry, it will crumble as soon as 
pressure is released. if a handful of sand is squeezed when it 
is wet, it will form a cast. however, the cast will crumble the 
instant it is touched. silt and clay particles are too fine to be 

seen with the naked eye. silt feels smooth and floury when it is 
dry and greasy when it gets wet. clay is very hard when it is dry 
and sticky and plastic when it is wet, usually forming extremely 
hard blocks or prisms when it dries. clay exhibits properties of 
both cohesion and adhesion. When these three particles are 
combined, their characteristics are mixed to produce unique 
features. 

these three elements combine into eight soil types. along with 
the different types of soil, there are various soil structures as 
well. the illustration shows how to identify soil types from the 
soil texture, and estimate the soil moisture from the look and 
feel of a soil sample. 

INfIlTRATION RATe
the textures of the soil dictate several different aspects of the 
soil in relation to water. the time it takes for soil to accept water, 
how much water the root zone reservoir will hold, the rate that 
water moves through the soil, and how much water is available 
to the plant is all determined by the type of soil. When soil first 
becomes wet, its infiltration rate is high, and then it lowers in a 

sOIl-wATeR-plANT  
RelATIONshIps
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Estimating soil moisture depletion from the look and feel of a soil sample (from USDA, NRCS Booklet “Estimating Soil Moisture by Feel and 
Appearance’’).

logarithmic pattern. a coarse sandy soil can take in more water 
per hour than a clay soil. however, fine textured soil does have 
more pore space than coarse textured soil, so it can hold more 
water; the sizes of the pores themselves are smaller in finer 
soils but there are more pores overall. 

fine textured soils can therefore store more water per foot 
depth than coarse soils. soils that contain a lot of sand only 
have about 0.5 inches to 1.0 inches of available water per foot 
depth, whereas soil that is abundant in silt can have up to  
2.4 inches of water per foot depth. 

infiltration rate is also dependent on the watering pattern, the 
amount of calcium in the soil, the amount of salt in the soil,  
tillage, the amount of microorganisms in the soil, and the 
amount of organic matter in the soil. if water is applied to 
the soil surface faster than the permeability and infiltration 
rate of the soil, the soil’s surface is susceptible to sealing. this  
decreases the infiltration rate of the soil, and it can cause  
ponding. ponding leads to more problems, such as runoff,  

fertilizer and pesticide loss, erosion, and an increased possibility 
for disease.

another problem that may occur with a soil watering pattern is 
disturbance in the soil surface structure. if sprinkler irrigation is 
applied too forcefully (large droplet sizes and high application 
rates), it will break the surface structure. also, excess applied 
irrigation water has a tendency of forming a water table in the 
root zone of the soil. Water tables bring up salt layers that can 
harm roots. 

infiltration rates are improved with calcium, organic matter and 
microorganisms. Water application rates and the total amount 
of water applied should not be more than the infiltration rate 
of the soil types and the water holding capacity of the soil to 
the depth of irrigation desired. a balance of solids, water and air 
should be present in the soil. 
 
the soil is the water storage area from where the roots take up 
water. it acts like a sponge and is similarly limited as to how 

Dominant texture Fine Sand and
Loamy Fine Sand

Sandy Loam and
Fine Loamy Sand

Sandy Clay Loam
and Clay

Clay, Clay Loam or
Silty Clay Loam

Available Water
Capacity (in/foot) 0.6 - 1.2 1.3 - 1.7 1.5 - 2.1 1.6 - 2.4

Available Soil
Moisture

Soil Moisture Deficit in inches per foot when the feel and appearance of the soil is as described.

0% to 25%

Dry, will hold together if 
not disturbed. Loose sand 

grains on fingers.

Dry, forms a very weak 
ball. Aggregated soil grains 

break from ball.

Dry, soil aggregations break 
away easily, no moisture 

staining on fingers.

Dry, soil aggregations 
separate easily, hard clods 
crumble under pressure.

1.2 - 0.7 1.7 - 1.1 2.1-1.4 2.4 - 1.6

25% to 50%

Slightly moist, forms weak 
ball with well-defined fin-
ger marks. Light coating of 
loose and aggregated sand 

grains on fingers.

Slightly moist, forms a 
weak ball with defined fin-
ger marks, few aggregated 

soil grains break away. 
Darkened color, very light 

water staining.

Slightly moist, forms a 
weak ball with rough 

surfaces, darkened color, 
and moisture staining on 

fingers.

Slightly moist to moist, 
forms a weak ball. Very few 

soil aggregations break 
away, no water stains. 

Clods flatten under pres-
sure.

0.7 - 0.5 1.1 - 0.8 1.4 - 0.9 1.6 - 1.1

50% to 75%

Moist, forms a weak ball. 
Loose and aggregated sand 

grains remain on fingers, 
darkened water staining.

Moist, forms a ball with 
very few aggregated soil 

grains breaking away. Light 
water staining, darkened 

color.

Moist, forms firm ball with 
well defined finger marks, 

irregular soil/water coating 
on fingers. Darkened color 

and pliable.

Moist, forms smooth ball 
with defined finger marks, 
little or no granules remain 
on fingers. Pliable, ribbons 

between thumb and 
forefinger.

0.5 - 0.2 0.8-0.4 0.9 - 0.5 1.1 - 0.6

75% to 100%

Wet, forms a weak ball, 
loose and aggregated sand 
grains form uneven coating 

on finger.

Wet, forms ball, free water 
appears on soil surface 

when squeezed or shaken. 
Irregular soil/water coating 

on fingers.

Wet, forms soft ball, light 
to heavy soil/water coating 
on fingers. Soil may glisten 
after squeezing or shaking.

Wet, forms soft ball, soil 
may glisten following 

squeezing or shaking. Light 
to heavy soil/water coating 
on fingers, easily ribbons.

0.2 - 0.0 0.4-0.0 0.5 - 0.0 0.6 - 0.0

Field Capacity
(100%)

Wet, forms a weak ball. 
Free water glistens briefly 
on surface when shaken. 

Wet outline on hand after 
squeezing.

Wet, forms soft ball, free 
water appears briefly on 

soil surface when squeezed 
or shaken. Irregular soil/
water coating on fingers.

Wet, forms soft soil pat 
with water glistening on 

surface after squeezing or 
shaking. Thick soil coating 

on fingers.

Wet, forms very soft soil 
pat. Thick soil/water coat-

ing on fingers. Soil glistens, 
slick and sticky, will not 

ribbon.

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Saturated Field capacity Wilting point

Saturated soil Solids Water

Field capacity Solids Water Air

Wilting Solids Water Air

16

much water it can hold. once the soil is at field capacity, water 
runs through it like a sponge that can no longer hold any ad-
ditional water. 

Different types of soils hold different amounts of water and 
therefore a balance between the solids, water and air in the 
soil needs to be maintained. fundamentally, this balance is 
about 50% solids, 25% water and 25% air. the key is to irrigate 
up to field capacity and avoid saturation where you have no air.  
and you want to avoid getting to a wilting point where the  
roots can no longer remove water from the soil surface. the 
length of time between irrigations and the amount that can 
be applied is based on the soil type and the depth of the plant 
roots. 

tillage can improve the infiltration rate of soil by breaking up 
the sealed soil. however, if a field is tilled too often with the 
same repeated pattern, plow pans can form underneath the 
surface of the soil. the soil that makes up the plow pans is 
pressed together harder than the soil on top and the overall  
infiltration rate of the soil is reduced. 

finally, too much salt in soil poses a threat to plants. the only 
way that plants are able to pull water out of soil is by having 
a higher solute concentration than the concentration of salts 
in the water, because the water moves through the plant roots 
due to osmotic pressure. too much salt will slow down and can 
maybe even stop the intake of water through the plant’s roots. 

one other thing that may be a concern when dealing with in-
filtration rates is the amount of fragments on top of a field. 
things such as leaves and weeds may block the pores of the soil, 
and water will not be able to enter the soil efficiently.

levels of moisture contents of a field depend on the amount 
of water that has infiltrated in the soil. When a soil is too dry, 
plants begin to wilt. if they do not get water over a period of 
time, they enter permanent wilting and cannot be brought back 
to health. 

an experienced farmer can determine the soil’s moisture level 
by the feel of the soil, and devices are available that can measure  
the soil moisture. 

When soil moisture sensors are used, they need to be placed in 
a field strategically. if they are placed in an unusually wet or dry 
area of the field, it will give an inaccurate reading. this can lead 
to either the overwatering or under watering of a field. 

wATeR quAlITy ANd TReATmeNT
irrigation water usually comes from a stream, lake, river, canal, 
or groundwater well. it is very likely that the quality of water 
being pumped in is not very good, because natural water sour-
ces are susceptible to dirt, animal waste, and other fragments.  
Water can have other problems, such as an irregular ph level. 
test the water that is to be used to irrigate your crops and treat 
the water as required to reduce any water qualtity issues, so 
your crops are provided with the quality of water needed for 
optimum growth.

these water issues need to be dealt with before the water is 
pumped onto a field. Water can be treated by means of filtra-
tion, ph control, and chemigation/fertigation. chemigation 
and fertigation is an increasingly important component in an  
irrigation system, not least because of environmental issues 
and is covered in chapter 7. each water treatment system is  
specific to the needs of a field and/or the crop requirements.
 

SoIl MoISture MeASurIng devIceS
Granular Matrix Sensors:
measure the electric resistance or capacitance of the sensor that is in contact with the soil.

Electric Resistance Blocks:
measure the resistance or conductivity between the blocks that are buried in the ground.

Tensiometers: 
measure the vacuum that plant roots exert on the soil in contact with the device

other types are Time Domain Reflectometry, Frequency Domain Reflectometry, or Neutron 
Probes

The field capacity is the amount of water the soil will hold.  
Too much water, and the soil is saturated; too little, and the plants 
quickly approach wilting point.
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plANT RelATIONshIps
With all this discussion about water, it is natural to wonder 
why water is so important to a crop, and how crops develop.  
in order to understand this, it is necessary to know how a plant 
works. plants absorb water through their root hairs, by means 
of osmosis. root hairs grow according to their environmen-
tal conditions and move through pore space to absorb water.  
Water is constantly being absorbed by a plant, to satisfy the 
deficit of water that evaporates off of the plant’s leaves. Water 
normally moves from the soil through the semipermiable walls 
of the plant root’s cells. it then goes up the xylem tissues to the 
leaves. it is released to the atmosphere through the leaf cells 
called stomata. When the stomata discharge water, they absorb 
co2 at the same time. the reason why all of this takes place is 
so the plant can perform photosynthesis, which is the process 
that plants go through to make their energy. 

if the roots are not bringing in enough water and the plants in-
ternal pressure is not adequate, the plants may wilt. Depending 
on the crop, stress is necessary at certain times, can be tolerated 
at certain times, or should always be avoided. a farmer should 
always water his crop according to its water needs and degree 
of stress. 

the rate that water evaporates off of the 
plant’s leaves is called transpiration. this 
dictates how much water is absorbed 
from the soil. When this is combined with 
the rate that water evaporates from the 
soil, evaporation, a farmer will be able to 
know how much water he needs for his 
crops. this movement of water from plant 
leaves and soil is called evapotranspira-
tion. 

Different crops have differing water 
needs. some require more water at cer-
tain growth stages. also, some crops can 
be irrigated by means of deficit irrigation, 
while others would suffer when that tech-
nique is applied. there are a number of 
plants that have the ability to angle their 
leaves, to regulate their own transpira-
tion as well. moreover, a plant’s ability to 
intake water depends on their root zone; 

roots grow best when soil has sufficient moisture but is not 
saturated, air is adequate for respiration, and microbial activity 
is high. thus, it is important for a farmer to make the field condi-
tions ideal for the crop. 

OTheR wATeR Issues
there are of course environmental issues with irrigation of 
which every grower should be aware, such as waterlogging,  
salinization, deep drainage, and backflow. Waterlogging is 
caused when too much water enters the root zone, causing 
plants to shut down and delay growth until some of the water 
drains. salinization can occur when there is a lack of sub-surface 
drainage; leaching of salt from soil may be restricted, meaning 
the soil will have too much salt for a plant to grow. Deep drain-
age is what happens when water drains and moves below the 
root zone. this brings salt up to the soil in areas where there 
is a saline level, and it also raises the water table. Backflow  
occurs when irrigation water and/or chemicals contaminate 
the water supply. this can be averted with a backflow prevent-
ing device that is capable of shutting down the system if any 
backflow happens. overall, all of these problems can be avoided 
if an irrigation schedule satisfactory for the field is followed.  
finally, drainage of irrigated fields is almost as important as the 
irrigation system and application of water. 

there is an obvious intricate connection between the soil,  
water, and plant growth. if the smallest thing is wrong with  
either soil or water, the crops can suffer tremendously. it is 
therefore necessary to be tuned in with the way a crop grows 
and its needs. equipment, labor, and watering schedules need 
to be chosen carefully and kept up regularly to ensure a crop 
gets the care that is needed to produce a plentiful yield. 

Transpiration:  
the rate that water evaporates off the plant’s leaves
Evaporation:  
the rate that water evaporates from the soil
Evapotranspiration:  
the movement of water from plant leaves and soil
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whAT Is  
IRRIGATION ?

there are several differeNt defiNitioNs 

for the Word irrigatioN; some are specific 

to oNe type of irrigatioN, aNd others are 

very broad. this book Will talk about all 

type of irrigatioN, but its maiN focus is 

agricultural irrigatioN. 
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defINING IRRIGATION
in general, irrigation is the application of water to soil. in agri- 
culture, irrigation is the application of water by means of ditch-
es and pipes to plant roots to assist in crop production and  
sustain plant life. it also plays a role in protecting crops from 
frost. the purpose of irrigation is to provide water to crop-
filled land, and the goal of irrigation is to make land fertile and  
lush. in agricultural irrigation, the focus is on profitability,  
meaning a focus on energy optimization and better use of  
water resources. 

A bRIef hIsTORy
agricultural irrigation is an art that is continuously evolving. 
practices are always being refined and new methods developed 
to increase crop yield. Where precisely irrigation first began is 
in question and some believe that the sumerians of mesopo-
tamia invented agricultural irrigation in 8000 Bc. their main 
water source was the tigris and euphrates rivers. the land  

near the rivers was too salty to sustain plant life and they built 
canals from the two rivers to bring water to land that was less 
salty, allowing them to grow their crops. others believe that in  
5000 Bc the egyptians were the first to irrigate land. they  
created an irrigation system that stemmed from the nile river. 

the next great irrigation achievement happened about  
3000 years ago in the persian empire. the Kareze irrigation sys-
tem, the earliest form of the aqueduct system, was created. some  
of the other farming methods used at that time were shadoofs, 
persian Wheels, and dams. Variations of these methods are still 
being used today.

in the 1700’s the europe-
an agricultural revolution 
took place. people be-
gan to experiment with 
agriculture in order to  
develop new crop rota-
tions, improve livestock 
breeding, invent seed 
drilling, experiment with 
fertilizers, design new 
machinery, and intro-
duce new crops. as a re-
sult, productivity of the 
land increased while the need for labor decreased. the amount 
of food supply grew sufficiently to keep up with the growing 
population and urbanization that was taking place at that  
time. 

Modern agriculture requires we  
understand past practices, today’s 

water and energy issues, and develop-
ments in pump technology. 

We must then optimize uniformity,  
reduce energy use and safeguard  

water resources.

Shadoof  
irrigation system

The Persian wheel

whAT Is IRRIGATION ?

Archimedes’ screw

Variations of old irrigation methods are still being used today.
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meanwhile, agricultural advancements were taking place in 
the americas as well. the colonists were innovative, like the  
europeans. they experimented with farming practices, machin-
ery, breeding, and also pesticides. 

in the 1890’s, the first domestic lawn sprinkler was invented. 
in 1932, the first impact sprinkler was invented. this sprinkler 
helped farmers greatly, because their fields could now be wa-
tered automatically, underground irrigation systems could be 
installed, and furrow irrigation could be replaced. 

in the late 1960’s farmers in the united states realized that drip 
irrigation could increase crop yield while lowering water usage 
and it could also adapt flexibly to any layout. farmers began 
to practice micro irrigation, which then spread most rapidly in 
drought-plagued regions. 

early farmers believed that water was an infinite resource and 
they did not strive to conserve it. today we know that there is a 
finite amount of water. this awareness is put to use to optimize 
uniformity, reduce energy costs, and safeguard water. farmers 
of today are constantly striving to make their agricultural prac-
tices more efficient. 
 

cRITIcAl ApplIcATIONs – NuRseRIes ANd 
GReeNhOuses
in a highly controlled environment such as a nursery or a green-
house, all water issues are exponentially magnified and can 
quickly turn critical. margins for error are small and risks are 
great. therefore the flow, pressure and the uniformity of the  
irrigation device have to be extremely precise. the quality of  
water is also very critical.

NON-AGRIculTuRAl IRRIGATION
although our focus in this handbook is agricultural irrigation, 
landscape and turf irrigation is also an application that draws 
increasingly on our water resources. the use of water to irrigate 
lawns and shrubs is substantial, and its application is gener-
ally not as efficient as with agricultural irrigation. golf courses 
and other recreational or sporting activities are good examples 
of how non-agricultural applications for irrigation are rapidly  
increasing. 

even where landscaping uses artificial grass, the water demand  
increases. increasingly we see grass being removed and re-
placed by artificial grass; however water is required to wash 
down the dust. Water use in manufacturing artificial grass also 
needs to be taken into consideration.
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bAsIc  
IRRIGATION 
OpeRATION
to irrigate successfully, the farmer Needs to be 

coNcerNed With Water distributioN uNiformity 

aNd irrigatioN efficieNcy. siNce the cost of eNergy 

used to ruN irrigatioN pumps is oNe of the highest 

siNgle expeNses iN agriculture, the farmer tries  

to irrigate the laNd efficieNtly iN order to save 

moNey. this chapter helps to uNderstaNd hoW 

this is best achieved. 
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AchIevING AN effecTIve ANd effIcIeNT 
IRRIGATION
irrigation is both an art and a science. research has provided 
many concepts and methods for measuring the various pro-
cesses involved in irrigation. however, knowledge of the field 
and crop, along with the grower’s experience in interpreting 
this science, will remain of utmost importance in achieving  
effective, efficient irrigations.

irrigation efficiency does no good if it is not effective in produc-
ing a profitable crop. effective, efficient irrigation is a result of 
knowing when to irrigate, how much to irrigate, and how to  
irrigate.

•	 When – an agronomic decision based on how you want to 
manipulate your crop.

•	 How much – – depends on the soil moisture depletion in 
the effective root zone. this is the amount of water needed 
to take the soil moisture reservoir back to field capacity or 
other desired level.

•	 How – this is not just about knowing how to set a siphon, 
or connect a sprinkler pump. it is also knowing how to apply 
water evenly to a field while controlling the total amount 
applied.

an effective, efficient irrigation produces a profitable crop while 
making the best use of available water supplies and creating a 
minimal impact on water quality. in doing so it must also mini-
mize energy use and save money.

dIsTRIbuTION uNIfORmITy ANd  
IRRIGATION effIcIeNcy
there are two measures of irrigation performance – distribu-
tion uniformity and irrigation efficiency.

Distribution Uniformity (DU) is a measure of how evenly water 
soaks into the ground across a field during the irrigation. 

if eight inches of water soaks into the ground in one part of the 
field and only four inches into another part of the field, that 
is poor distribution uniformity. Distribution uniformity is ex-
pressed as a percentage between 0 and 100%. although 100% 
Du (the same amount of water soaking in throughout the field) 
is theoretically possible, it is virtually impossible to attain in ac-
tual practice.

Irrigation Efficiency (IE) is the ratio of the volume of irrigation 
water which is beneficially used to the volume of irrigation  
water applied.

Beneficial uses may include crop evapotranspiration, deep per-
colation needed for leaching for salt control, crop cooling, and 
as an aid in certain cultural operations. Differences in specific 
mathematical definitions of ie are due primarily to the physical 
boundaries of the measurement (a farm, an irrigation district, 
an irrigation project, or a watershed) and whether it is for an 
individual irrigation or an entire season.

irrigation efficiency is also expressed as a percentage between 
0 and 100%. an ie of 100% is not theoretically attainable due 
to immediate evaporation losses during irrigations. however, it 
could easily be close to 95% ie if a crop is under-watered. in this 
case, assuming no deep percolation, all water applied and not 
immediately evaporated would be used by the crop.

the term irrigation efficiency should not be confused with the 
term water use efficiency (Wue). Wue is generally a measure of 
yield per unit water applied.

RelATIONshIps beTweeN du ANd Ie 
there are two important relationships between Du and ie: deep 
percolation and under-irrigation. the illustrations below show 
a profile view of two adjacent sprinklers in a field and the root 

effective irrigations  
produce the desired  

crop response

efficient irrigations  
make the best use of  

available water

bAsIc IRRIGATION  
OpeRATION
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zone under them. the horizontal, dashed line in the figures de-
picts the depth of the actual soil water depletion at irrigation. 
this is the amount of water that the grower would be trying 
to soak into the soil to satisfy crop water use requirements. 
the blue shading depicts the actual depth of water infiltrated  
during the irrigation. 

Deep percolation is indicated whenever the actual depth of  
irrigation (blue water level) is below the soil water depletion 
line (the horizontal, dashed line). conversely, under-irrigation is 
indicated whenever the actual depth of irrigation is above the 
soil water deficit line. 

these two illustrations demonstrate the first relationship, 
that there must be good distribution uniformity before there 
can be good irrigation efficiency if the crop is to be sufficiently  
watered. 

in the illustration to the left, the farmer has irrigated to suf-
ficiently water the entire field. the poor Du, indicated by the 
uneven blue water level, has resulted in excessive deep perco-
lation, meaning that much more water is infiltrated between  
the sprinklers than next to the sprinklers. it is important that 
leaching must be uniform across the field over a number of 
years to prevent areas of excessive salt accumulation.

to the right, the farmer has acted to prevent excessive deep 
percolation by shortening set times. now part of the field  
remains under-irrigated. under-irrigation usually results in high 
irrigation efficiency because most water applied is stored in the 
root zone, available for plant use. however, under-irrigation 
is usually not an effective way of growing since the resulting  
water stress on the crop in some parts of the field will usually 
decrease yields. also, there is a need for some deep percolation 
for leaching to maintain a salt balance.

Key conceptS for plAnnIng An IrrIgAtIon 

Please see the Glossary for further definitions. 

Application rate (Ar): the equivalent depth of water applied to a given area per hour by the system, usually measured 
in inches/hour.

daily crop water use (evapotranspiration – et): : the net amount of water extracted from the soil daily by the crop and 
surface evaporation from the soil.

distribution uniformity (du): a measure of how evenly water is applied across the field during irrigation.

effective root zone: the depth of soil in which you are actively managing the crop.

field capacity: the maximum amount of water the soil will hold. 

frequency: how often you irrigate: high frequency vs. low frequency.

Irrigation efficiency (Ie): a measure of how much water that is pumped and applied to the field is beneficially used.

net water needed versus gross water applied: net water is what you need to replace in the field. Gross water is how 
much you have to pump in order to accomplish this goal.

Soil moisture depletions (SMd): the net amount of water that you need to replace in the root zone of the crop.

Soil probe: a long piece of 3/8” steel bar, usually tipped by a ball bearing, with a handle. The probe is pressed into wet-
ted soil to judge how deep water has penetrated. It can be used during an irrigation to indicate when enough water has 
soaked into the ground. It can also be used to judge the uniformity of irrigation. If 2-3 days after an irrigation the probe 
can be pushed into the soil to a depth of 4 feet at the top of a furrow, and only to 2 feet at the bottom of the same fur-
row, this is an indication of poor distribution uniformity.
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Improved irrigation system hardware or management may result in higher distribution uniformity and improve 
the potential for higher irrigation efficiency. It then follows that distribution uniformity is the first concern when 
improving irrigation system performance. However, actually achieving high irrigation efficiency ultimately 
depends on two factors - knowing how much water is needed and controlling the amount of water applied to 
match that need.

these two illustrations demonstrate the second relationship, 
that good distribution uniformity is no guarantee of good  
irrigation efficiency.

the illustration to the left depicts a good irrigation. there was 
a high Du as indicated by the flatter blue water level. approxi-
mately the right amount of water was applied. there is little 
deep percolation (enough for salt control) and the entire field is 
wetted sufficiently. it is assumed that surface runoff was mini-
mal or collected for reuse.

to the right an irrigation is shown with the same high Du as in 
the first illustration. however, twice as much water as needed 
was applied, resulting in low irrigation efficiency. a practical 
example of this situation is the farmer who is using a well- 
designed and maintained micro-irrigation system. the hard-
ware provides good Du and the potential for high ie. however, 
if the farmer runs the system twice as long as necessary, that 
potential is not realized.

IRRIGATION schedulING 
Wherever data is being collected or provided in the field, the 
evapotranspiration rate at that particular piece of ground 
can be determined, meaning the amount of water needed to  
replenish at the root zone can be calculated. this data is obtained 
from weather stations in the field, from weather data provid-
ers, soil moisture sensors installed in fields for soil moisture  
levels at different depths, ph monitoring, soil temperature, solar  
radiation, information for insect and fungus control (humidity 
levels), and rainfall, all based on the crop being grown. 

this information is available to farmers today, and the farm-
ers can then define when and how much to irrigate. We are 
increasingly seeing the automation of this process and/or the 
collection of the data to be reviewed by the irrigator or farmer. 
the final decision always remains with the farmer and very 
few, if any, systems are fully automated due to the high cost of 
failure. smart controllers are still new to the irrigation indus-
try. their use will increase as farmers learn how to use them 
as a tool, as is the case in the landscape and turf industry.  
 

the landscape and turf industry has less of a financial loss  
if the plants and turf are not irrigated properly, whereas the 
farmer has a much greater chance of loss if crops are not properly  
irrigated. 
 
Where the irrigation scheduling of microirrigation on crops 
such as strawberries on soils with very little water holding  
capacity, such as sandy soils, it may be necessary for the farmer 
to calculate the crop et hourly.

scheduling irrigation is not only dependent on the above. power 
is generally less expensive off-peak, meaning that the irriga-
tion system and pumping system may be designed and built 
to deliver the desired water during off peak hours. flow may be 
higher than necessary for the 12 hours (for example) that power 
costs less. irrigation scheduling must be done to apply water 
in the limited time frame to meet the least energy costs – as 
is already the case in municipal water supply and wastewater 
handling – and this is now becoming more commonplace for 
farmers. 
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TRAdITIONAl  
flOOd IRRIGATION
METHODS AND EqUIPMENT

of the tWo maiN types of irrigatioN methods, 

flood irrigatioN – or surface irrigatioN – is 

the oldest aNd is still the most commoN form 

of irrigatioN iN maNy parts of the World. 

flood irrigatioN has uNique procedures that 

Need to be folloWed iN order to maiNtaiN the 

system While it is beiNg used aNd to preserve 

the system for the Next cultivatioN seasoN.
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why flOOd IRRIGATe
flood irrigation sees water delivered to the field by means of a 
ditch or pipes. the water is then released to flow freely over the 
land and through the crops. about half of the water applied to 
the field actually irrigates the crops, and the other half is lost 
through evaporation, runoff, transpiration, weeds, and infiltra-
tion of uncultivated areas. the efficiency of flood irrigation is 
therefore not very high and because of this, it is primarily used 
in areas where there is an abundance of water. it is also used 
in areas where the farmer cannot afford a pressurized irriga-
tion system and this is the only means they have to irrigate and 
grow the required crops.  

there are several issues that farmers deal with when perform-
ing flood irrigation. some of the more important concerns 
are distribution uniformity, field flooding and environmental  
impacts on crops. this type of irrigation naturally has low  
distribution uniformity, because all of the water is applied at 
one section of the field. the top of the field will naturally have 
more time to absorb water than the bottom of the field. 

THE FlooD IRRIGaTIoN PRocESS coNSISTS 
oF FoUR MaIN TIME INTERvalS

phase 1 – the advance phase: the length of time it  
takes for water to be applied to the top end of a field 
and flow over the field length. 

phase 2 – the storage phase: the time between the 
end of the advance phase and the shutoff of the 
interflow. 

phase 3 – the depletion phase: the short period after 
shutoff, while the field is still submerged in water. 

phase 4 – the recession phase: the period where the 
waterfront is retreating towards the downstream end 
of the field. 

TRAdITIONAl  
flOOd IRRIGATION 
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furthermore, if a field is flooded with all of the necessary  
water at once, the farmer does not take advantage of the capil-
lary movement of water through soil and the amount of water 
infiltration into the soil is less than it could be. this means the 
farmer may face issues like runoff, which can lead to further 
more damaging issues. certain watering patterns and overwa-
tering may cause waterlogging, deep drainage and salinization, 
all of which can severely damage a crop.

however, if the soils of a field are high in salts and the water 
has little to no salts, flood irrigation can be used to remove salts 
with deep percolation and/or with drainage tiles

Types Of flOOd IRRIGATION
there are different types of flood irrigation methods. to improve 
the uniformity and efficient watering of a field undergoing 
flood irrigation, the farmer can practice surge flooding. some 
believe that this technique is highly effective, while others say 
that there is little evidence that surge flooding significantly im-
proves wetting patterns. it has been shown that this technique 
works better on certain soil types than it does on others; it may 
not be an appropriate method to use on all flood irrigated fields. 
however, it is an option for farmers who have trouble with  
horizontal water movement or other water issues that pose a 
threat to crops. 

surge flooding is the practice of pulsing the water on and off 
at certain time intervals, instead of applying all of the water at 
once. these wet and dry cycles produce surface consolidation. 
this means that the infiltration rates at the locations where 
the field gets the wettest is reduced, while the infiltration rates 
where the field is the driest stays the same. overall, the in- 
filtration rate of the field as a whole has a higher uniformity. 
this can also decrease the amount of water runoff from a field.

Basin irrigation is used in small areas of land with level surfaces 
surrounded by earth banks. Water is quickly applied to the en-
tire basin, and is then left there to infiltrate. the water drainage 
system is usually set up so that the extra water and runoff from 
one basin can be diverted to the next basin. a basin’s shape  
normally follows the natural contours of the land, however they 
can be laser leveled. this type of flood irrigation is mainly used 
to irrigate rice and wheat crops. 

furrow irrigation is the practice of creating parallel channels 
along the field length in the direction of the slope of the field. 
Water is supplied to the field by gated pipe, siphon and head 
ditch or bankless systems, and it is applied to the top of each 
furrow. it is then left to move freely down the field. the speed 
that the water moves down the field is determined by several 
factors; slope, surface roughness, furrow shape, and soil in-
filtration rate among them. the space between each furrow  

depends on the type of crop being grown, but it usually ranges  
between 2 feet and 7 feet. crops are planted on the ridge  
between each furrow. this form of flood irrigation works best 
for broad-acre row crops and horticultural industries. many of 
the older vineyards and tree fruits are still using flood irrigation 
and the majority of all new plantings are irrigated with some 
form of micro irrigations. 

another type of flood irrigation is known as either Bay irrigation 
or Border strip irrigation. this method is considered a hybrid of 
basin and furrow irrigation, because the borders of the irrigated 
strips are longer and narrower than that of basin irrigation. in 
Border strip irrigation, low ridges are aligned lengthwise with 
the field; spaced somewhere between 20 feet and 100 feet 
apart. Water is applied to the top of the bay, and flows down 
as permitted by gravity. this type of irrigation is mainly used for 
pasture dairy production irrigation. 

cOmpONeNTs & equIpmeNT
the water source for flood irrigation can be either gravitational  
or with pumps to raise water from surface water sources 
or deep wells to canals or basins. from there, the water is  
siphoned out to the field. sub-mains and risers from the mains 
– often as aluminum pipes with gates – ensure the water is led 
to the furrows.

flood irrigation may not necessarily have dosing equipment 
in the system. fertilizers and chemicals are often applied  
directly from a tank with a gate valve out in the field. Dosing 
is estimated and controlled by manual opening and closing of  
the gate valve. if noxious gases are used, these will be from a 
closed tank and the gas is fed directly into the water from the 
siphon pipe. Dosing and disinfection, and the application of 
fertilizer and chemicals in this way is imprecise and does not 
ensure even coverage of the crop. 

The efficiency of flood irrigation is not 
very high and it is primarily used in areas 
where there is an abundance of water.
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mOdeRN  
pRessuRIzed  
IRRIGATION 
METHODS AND EqUIPMENT

perfect irrigatioN meaNs that plaNts get 

the Water they Need every day, WheN they 

Need it. this sceNario is rarely the case; 

there are simply too maNy variables that 

have to be built iNto the irrigatioN desigN. 

hoWever, We have meaNs aNd methods to 

coNtiNually optimize the irrigatioN. 
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spRINkleR sysTems 
sprinkler systems effectively produce artificial rain. sprinklers can provide a uniform application, with 
the correct sprinkler and nozzle size for accuracy, adequate pressure flow, correct mounting on a riser 
at the correct height, and if they are spaced evenly so that the degree of overlap is uniform. Weather 
conditions must be considered when installing these systems, because wind gusts can disturb the 
uniformity of a system. 

these systems are normally designed to apply water at a lower rate than the soil’s infiltration rate, so 
that the amount of water infiltrated at any point on the field depends on the application rather than 
the soil infiltration rate. they can be used on a wide variety of applications, including agriculture and 
landscaping. there are different categories of sprinkler systems, and many types of systems within 
each category. 

major categories of sprinkler irrigation are traveling irrigators, where a sprinkler, or a set of sprinklers, 
is attached to equipment that can be moved around, and fixed sprinklers, which are favored where 
traveling sprinkler systems would be hard to maneuver in irregular shaped fields. 

a pressurized irriga-
tion system consists 
of a water source, a 
pump to pressurize 
the water, a pipe 
system to distribute 
the water from the 
pump, and a means 
of distributing the 
water to the crop. 
means of distribut-
ing the water in the 
field are primarily 
sprinkler irrigation, 
where sprinklers 
spray the water 
across the ground, 
and drip irrigation, 
where water and 
nutrients are  
applied directly to 
the root zone.

mOdeRN pRessuRIzed  
IRRIGATION – METHODS AND EqUIPMENT  
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TRAvelING spRINkleR sysTems 
SIDE Roll systems are a type of trave-
ling irrigator where the structure is a  
mechanized variation of the hand 
move system. a lateral pipeline that 
has sprinklers connected to it is 
mounted on wheels, with the pipeline 
acting as the axle. Wheel size is chosen 
to ensure the axle clears the crop as 
it moves through the field. a drive 
system, located near the center of the 
lateral pipeline, moves the system 
from one position to the next. 

TRavElING GUN systems, also known 
as hose reel irrigators, involve a high 
volume sprinkler gun mounted onto a 
trailer that typically covers a large area. 
this system can easily be hauled into a 
field, and moved around from location 
to location. Water is delivered to the 
system by a hose hooked up to a water 
supply. traveling gun systems usually 
produce large droplets and high appli-
cation rates, so they are best suited for 
coarse soils with high intake rates. 

cENTER PIvoT systems are lateral 
pipelines with sprinklers, which rotate 

around a central point. they are 
constructed in segments, each with 
a wheel at the end and can run off of 
any type of water source, with water 
pumped through the center of the 
pivot from where it flows through the 
pipes and out of the sprinklers. each 
sprinkler has a pressure regulator 
right before the sprinkler head, and 
the sprinkler nozzles are smaller near 
the center of the pivot and get bigger 
further out on the pivot. the pivot’s 
sprinkler system is designed this way 
because the end of the pivot covers 
more ground than the inner parts of 
the pivot. an end gun at the end of the 
pivot turns on when the pivot reaches 

a corner to irrigate the land that the 
pivot does not cover. pivots may con-
tain an arm that swings out to irrigate 
corners of a field, instead of end guns. 
most center pivots require dismantling 
to be transferred to another location. 
this system is known for its great ef-
ficiency in water application and the 
high initial cost is usually balanced out 
by its low cost in labor.

lINEaR MovE systems are similar 
to the center pivot, because they are 
both made up of series of aluminum 
pipe towers with sprinklers attached; 
however both ends of the linear 
move system migrate along the field. 
this system is designed to irrigate a 
rectangular field that does not contain 
any large trees or obstructions. Water 
is supplied to the linear move system 
by hose. one of the greatest problems 
and costs of the linear move system is 
that it starts at one end of the field and 
ends at the other, meaning the return 
run along the field is without spraying 
water, adding to the energy expense of 
irrigation.

fIxed spRINkleR sysTems 
Fixed sprinklers are mounted on pipes that are either above or below ground. Some types are: 

HaND MovE sprinkler systems consist 
of 20 foot to 40 foot long sections of 
aluminum pipe, with quick coupling 
connections at each joint. sprinklers 
are installed on pipe risers, which are 
then connected to the pipe couplings 
on each of the lateral pipelines. these 
lateral lines are assembled and oper-
ated in one area, and are then disas-
sembled and moved to another area 
to apply water. the sprinkler systems 
themselves are low cost, but they do 
require a large amount of labor. they 
can be used on just about any crop, 
however they can be hard to move if 
they are used on land with sticky soil.

solid set (or permanent) systems are 
similar to hand move except the field 
has been installed with all the pipe 
and fittings and no moving of anything 
is required to irrigate. only valves need 
to be turned on or off for each zone. 

PoP UP SPRINklERS are typically used 
on turf areas but not sod farms, are 
installed at ground level with all the 
plumbing buried beneath the ground 
level and water pressure brings them 
up to irrigate. these systems normally 
have a permanent, buried water supply 
line, meaning the sprinklers cannot be 
moved. this type of irrigation system is 
designed to make sure that every inch 
of ground receives a minimum amount 
of water. this type of sprinkler system 
is not ideal for growing crops. 
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dRIp IRRIGATION 
Drip irrigation is arguably the most efficient form of irrigation, 
because there is minimal runoff and evaporation; water and 
nutrients are applied directly to the root zone, and the design 
of the system is with tubing either buried underground or  
lying flat near the plants. emitters evenly spaced on the tubing 
ensure that water is distributed uniformly to each plant. the 
emission device, its flow rate and spacing, depends on the crop 
being grown and the soil texture. 

Drip irrigation is known for its flexibility. each system is custom 
designed to fit the needs of the crop and the land, in order to 
maintain optimum moisture at the plant root zone. since they 
apply water directly to a plant’s roots, a minimal amount of 
water is wasted, and drip systems can operate at up to 95% 
uniformity. these systems are therefore perfect for drought-
plagued areas. Drip irrigation systems may be convenient  
during harvest, because they can run while crops are being 
picked. moreover, these systems can last as long as twenty 
years, if they are properly maintained.

unfortunately, these systems do require a lot of maintenance; 
they can be damaged easily as well. since drip emitters are so 
small, they are susceptible to clogging, even at mineral con-
centrations as low as 0.1 ppm, and it is necessary to analyze 
and treat the water that is going into the system. identifying  
emitters that are clogged can also prove difficult, because they 
are usually buried underground. 

these systems should be flushed periodically, their filters 
need to be cleaned frequently, and pressure gauges should be 
checked regularly to make sure the system is running correctly 
and there is no buildup. the drip tape is susceptible to damage 
from for example installation equipment, tillage equipment, 
insects, birds, rodents, excessive pressure, and direct sunlight. 

PRESSURE coMPENSaTING (Pc) EMITTERS deliver the 
same amount of water over a wide range of pressures. 

pressures can range 
from 15-50 psi or 80 feet 
of elevation change. pc 
drippers should be used 
on fields with large varia-
tions in elevation.

Types of punctured emitters  
NoN PRESSURE coMPENSaTING (NoN-Pc) EMITTERS have 
a maximum pressure variation of approximately 10 psi or 
23 feet of elevation change. large changes in discharge 
rates. non-pc drippers should be used on fields with small 
variations in elevation.

laminar flow (Flag emitters) work well on very low-pres-
sure systems, such as gravity-flow drip systems, where the 
water follows a short path before it is emitted. inexpensive, 
they work well, although with a tendency of clogging up. 
the emitter can be taken apart and cleaned. typically used 
on landscape residential irrigation systems.

Turbulent-Flow 
emitters run water 
through a path with 
sharp turns and 
obstacles before the 
water is released.  
With a shorter length 
and larger diameter, 
they are less suscept-
ible to clogging. 

vortex emitters run water 
through a little whirlpool to 
reduce its flow and pressure. 
most emitters have a small inlet 
and outlet hole, which can lead 
to clogging.
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Drip irrigation is suitable for all crops, although it is costly to 
install for closely spaced crops and is therefore not the ideal 
irrigation system for all fields. as noted, the different types of 
drip emitters that can be used to regulate the flow of water are 
classified as no pressure compensation (non-pc) or pressure 
compensating (pc) emitters. the emitters can be on-line, which 
means they are held on to the tubing with typically a barb, or in-
line, meaning they have been inserted into the tubing as during 
manufacture. 

Water can also be applied from a drip system using either mi-
cro sprinklers or micro sprays. these operate at a low pressure, 
produce small to medium sized droplets, have a low precipita-
tion rate, and allow for a longer watering time. micro sprays or 
sprinklers are typically used on tree crops to spread the water 
droplets out over a larger surface. micro sprays and sprinklers 
may provide some frost protection if sufficient water amounts 
are designed for that application. furthermore, they can be 
used for agriculture practices such as nurseries, greenhouses, 
landscapes, and home gardens. the major difference between 
the two is that micro sprinklers have moving parts, while micro 
sprayers do not. 

all drip/micro irrigations, micro  sprays or sprinklers require 
some degree of filtration to prevent clogging. 

Types of preinstalled emitters  
DRIPlINE (DRIPPERlINE) is a polyethylene (pe) hose with a 
wall thickness of about 0.05 inches and a diameter of 0.75 
inches or smaller, with the emitters molded and inserted 
inside the tubing. the only visible part is the hole or holes 
in the tubing where water is emitted (in-line emitters). if 
the emitters are installed on the hose in the field it is called 
on-line. the type of emitter used is usually a pressure com-
pensating diaphragm emitter. Dripline is usually used in 
agriculture, vegetable gardens, and can be installed below 
ground for some agricultural crops and for lawns. 

DRIP TaPE is relatively inexpensive and is manufactured as 
a thin flat plastic tube with closely spaced built-in water 
outlets. common diameters are 5/8, 7/8 and 1 3/8 inches. 
the inlet pressures to a drip tape are usually less than 15 
psi. the wall thickness can range from 4 to 25 mil. outlet 
spacing can vary from 4 to 24 inches, and 12 inches is com-
mon. this type of product is ideal for row crops. a low cost 
drip system, water uniformity is usually very good when de-
signed properly. since the emission holes are so small, they 
can clog extremely easily and proper filtration is required. 
Drip tape can in some cases be used for more than one 
year in agriculture but is typically removed and discarded at 
the end of each growing season in high cash crops such as 
strawberries.
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cOmpONeNTs fOR pRessuRIzed  
IRRIGATION
pressurized irrigation is more efficient than flood irrigation,  
because all open channels are removed and closed pipes are 
used. adding pressure boosting means that the right amount of 
pressure can be applied to get the water to where it needs to be. 
the farmer should try to achieve the highest possible efficiency; 
because once the equipment is paid for, total cost of ownership 
can be kept down. the best example is the cost of energy, which 
is the biggest single cost item for the farmer.

to get the best out of a pressurized system, a full irrigation de-
sign and analysis of flow and pressure requirements is needed, 
followed by water source pumping needs and efficiency analysis 
of the pumps, to get the real and substantial benefits that are 
possible in the system – this is much more than looking at the 
pump. 

pressurized irrigation systems can be designed so that the  
entire block or field is irrigated, without any need for zone 
valves, if the quantity of water is sufficient and the entire crop 
in the field requires the same application and water quantity. 
if the irrigation blocks are broken into smaller blocks and one 
or more is irrigated at a time due to different application rates 

and crop requirements, a pump with a variable frequency drive 
(VfD) may make sense, to achieve the highest efficiency while 
irrigating all of the blocks. flow requirements in each block 
may vary with the same operating pressure, so regulating the 
pressure with a variable frequency drive (VfD) is important. if 
the entire field is irrigated, a VfD pump also makes sense if the  
water source fluctuates, for example with seasonal fluctuations 
in groundwater level. 

control, monitoring and data management equipment is in-
creasingly important in simple to  complex irrigation systems. 
pump control and monitoring can be accomplished remotely 

a pressurized irrigation system 
is about much more than just 

the pump. the benefits of a fully 
designed system can be  

substantial – especially savings 
on energy.
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so the farmer may not need to drive out to a field to turn on 
or off the irrigation system. the system can also be monitored  
for operating pressure, flow and chemical dosing. if an issue  
occurs an alarm will notify the grower of the issue so it can be 
corrected. remote monitoring and controls as well as data col-
lection is becoming more commonplace, saving time, money 
and resources that make the overall irrigation and pumping 
system more efficient. 

Dosing and disinfection 
many types of chemical injection products are available, from 
dosing and disinfection pumps, all with their particular advan-
tages and disadvantages. the initial high cost of smart digital 
dosing pumps is quickly countered by their extremely high  
precision and uniformity. some pumps have two way com- 
munications and can be remotely monitored. the dose and  
injection rate can also be changed remotely. 

When installing dosing equipment, it is important to ensure 
compatibility with any additives, such as chemicals that can 
react with the current water conditions, potentially damaging 
the pump or components of the irrigation system. for exam-
ple, iron oxide precipitate in the water can cause clogging, so 
care must be taken if chlorine is used to treat the water as it 
can cause iron to percolate out. test your water and know what 
issues may occur with the chemicals you plan to apply in any 
irrigation system.

When the irrigation system works correctly and the water  
application is uniform, then the application of any fertilizer or 
chemical will also be uniform. 

Filtration
filtration equipment ensures that organic and inorganic parti-
cles such as sand, algae, or silt bigger than the smallest inlet or 
outlet hole in the system are removed, protecting the irrigation 
system from clogging. if chemicals or acids must be added for 
water treatment, be sure to determine if the materials should 
be injected before or after any filteration equipment. some 
chemicals well react with the materials from which the filters 
are manufactured. Water soluble fertilizers are typically inject-
ed after the filters and must be in solution, and chemicals must 
be tested prior to injection into the irrigation system. 

a filtering system should be chosen based on budget, the  
irrigation system used and water quality. sometimes a com-
bination of more than one type of filter will need to be used. 
the degree of filtration is noted by microns or mesh. filters are  
solely used to remove particles from water; they cannot take 
out dissolved solids, salts, and other toxic elements. to change 
the chemistry of the water, other types of treatment are needed. 

four main methods are used to filter water for irrigation sys-
tems: screen filters, media filters, disk filters and centrifugal  

filters. media filters backed up with a screen filter may work 
best for water with organic and inorganic particles. check with 
the manufacture of the emission device for their recommend-
ations on the mesh or micron size of filtration. 

filtration systems require routine maintenance, because they 
constantly need to be inspected for wear, clogging, tears, and 
corrosion. they also need to be flushed periodically to remove 
debris and prevent the growth of microorganisms in the system 
by injecting algaecides or other chemicals to be preventative. 

filtration systems for microirrigation have to be monitored 
closely. even the smallest sand particle can cause damage to 
the system and a strict flushing routine needs to be followed. 
a sight glass needs to be installed on the back flush outlet 
pipe, allowing visible control that the filter is being flushed  
correctly. pressure gauges after the pump, before the filters and 
before the water enters the field also help ensure the system  
is working properly. other components of any filter system  
must include air vents and a pressure relief valve. check local  
regulations on the proper use and installation of backflow   
prevention devices to ensure chemicals and water do not flow 
back into your well or water source. 

four main methods  
are used to filter water for  

irrigation systems:  
screen filters, media filters,  

disk filters and  
centrifugal filters
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ScREEN FIlTERS are very common and usually the least 
expensive type of filter. great for removing hard particles 
such as sand from water, they do not remove organic 
matter very well because non-solid materials tend to 
either slip through the screen or insert themselves in the 
screen material, where they can be difficult to remove. 
screen filters can be washed by hand or flushed with 
water. cartridge filters are a variation of screen filters 
that are able to remove organic matter more effectively.

MEDIa FIlTERS force water through a tank that is full of 
small, sharp-edged objects. these objects are uniform in 
size, and sharp crushed silica sand is typically used. the 
sharp edges on these particles will snag organic mate-
rial, making media filters excellent for removing non-
solid matter. however, they are not able to remove hard 
matter such as sand particles that get mixed in with the 
media particles. media filters are cleaned, by backflush-
ing clean, filtered water through the tank. 

DISk FIlTERS are a cross between a screen filter and a 
media filter, because they can efficiently remove sand 
and organic matter. round disks, each with grooves on 
one side, are stacked on top of each other, creating tiny 
spaces where water flows through, trapping all matter 
that does not fit through the gaps. these disks can easily 
be cleaned by unshackling them and washing by hand.

cENTRIFUGal FIlTERS are also known as sand separa-
tors, because their primary function is removing sand 
from water. Dirty water enters the filter, where centrifu-
gal forces cause the sand to move to the outside edge of 
the cylinder and then collect at the bottom of the tank. 
sand particles can pass through the system if the filter 
is not sized properly and at the initial startup and shut 
down of the flow. a sand separator system is not effec-
tive in removing organic matter, as it will only remove 
particles that are heavier than water.

Types Of fIlTRATION equIpmeNT
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feRTIGATION & 
chemIGATION

farmers are iNcreasiNgly uNder pressure 

to save costs aNd avoid excessive fertilizer 

aNd chemical use. fertigatioN aNd  

chemigatioN applicatioNs deliver the  

accuracy aNd uNiformity required. 
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for agricultural food production and plant production, the demand 
for more accurately measured inputs for both fertilizers and chemi-
cals along with water usage has become the norm. the increased 
cost of all inputs in growing food will only continue to increase 
as the world’s existing water and farmland resources will need to  
produce more with less. 

the demand for safe food supply places increased demands on 
the growing and harvesting of food. the use of proper amounts of  
fertilizers in the growing of those crops and the handling of the  
harvest as well requires accurate applications of chemicals to en-
sure that food is not contaminated with any harmful substances.

this is also true for greenhouse and hydroponic farming systems. 
something that we all now expect to find on our grocery shelves 
is fresh fruits and vegetables. the application of the fertilizers 
and chemicals to keep these growing systems free of any pests or 
harmful agents is even more critical than with outdoor field crops. 
chemical and fertilizer dosing systems are commonplace for both 
growing and disinfection systems. 

What is Fertigation/chemigation?

fertIgAtIon  is the application of fertilizer 
and or soil amendments with your irriga-
tion system water. a fertilizer is a substance 
that contains one or more plant nutrients to 
promote plant growth. this can also include 
gypsum and lime

cheMIgAtIon is is the application of pes-
ticides or system maintenance products 
through an irrigation system.  these can 
include-herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, 
fumigants, plant growth regulators, roden-
ticides, disinfectants, sanitizers, buffering 
agents, desiccants, defoliants, sprout inhibi-
tors and spray adjuvant.

feRTIGATION  
& chemIGATION
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plant production or container nurseries for crops that are trans-
planted into our fields or gardens need to be clean of any plant 
or soil-borne pests that may spread and harm existing farm-
lands or gardens. the use of chemicals and fertilizers ensure 
growth and that pests are not spread, as well as protecting the 
environment. again, the accuracy of fertilizer application into 
the irrigation system in addition to chemicals to keep the plants 
free of pests is critical. 

the trends today are for increasing environmental regula-
tion and legislation. the monitoring of our groundwater and  
surface water will see additional regulations due to the risks of 
the leaching of chemicals and nitrates into our existing water 
sources. We will need to apply only those fertilizers and chemi-
cals that the plant requires with as little waste as possible. 
Water runoff from irrigated farmlands will be monitored to  
a greater extent than today, with increasing local, state and  
federal regulations.

in future, demands will increase for application accuracy, for 
tracking of where food comes from and what was applied to 
it before it ended on the grocery shelf. the application of ferti-
lizers and chemicals will need to be measured and tracked. the 
tracking of the data for what was applied to the crop will be 
collected and monitored and shared with consumers, and with 
local, state and federal agencies. You can’t manage what you 
can’t measure and to measure accurately you require state of 
the art dosing equipment. 

With more mechanized irrigation and the ability to apply  
fertilizers and chemicals through those systems, we will see 
increased yields. growers need to stay competitive, have new 
systems in place, and reduce labor costs. this means applying 
only those fertilizers and chemicals necessary for maximum 
crop production, and for keeping our environment safe. this can 
only be done with precision application equipment. 

AccuRAcy ANd uNIfORmITy OffeR  
mANy AdvANTAGes
as commercial liquid fertilizers are concentrated and expensive, 
it is vitally important that the fertigation method used is uni-
form and precise. if this is not achieved, then the crops can be 
damaged, or growth across the field becomes irregular. 

the increase in the use of pressurized irrigation systems such 
as drip and sprinklers, mechanized irrigation systems such as 
center pivots, and other irrigation systems has also seen the 
growth of fertigation and chemigation. the irrigation systems 
reduce the time and labor that it once took for the application 
of fertilizers and chemicals. 

the fertigation and chemigation system should also reduce 
water runoff and reduce environmental issues. as irrigation 
systems and components have become more efficient and the 
uniformity of these systems has been improved, so has the  
efficiency and uniformity of the application of the fertilizers and 
chemicals. 

advantages of Fertigation/chemigation:

•	 Uniform	application	–	delivered	with	irrigation	
•	 The	right	amount	applied	to	the	crop
•	 Additional	field	equipment	not	necessary,	reducing	costs	and	maintenance
•	 Reduced	timelines	through	applying	fertilizer	with	irrigation
•	 Reduced	compaction
•	 Reduced	risk,	as	the	operator	has	little	or	no	contact	with	chemicals	or	fertilizers
•	 Reduced	overfeeding	and	underfeeding	of	the	crop
•	 Avoid	the	extra	equipment	and	 

resources for dry applications
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Drip/micro spray fertigation 
applications use smaller pumps 

with low flow with the same 
requirements for precision and 

uniformity

there are many advantages with fertigation or chemigation  
applications. if the uniformity of the irrigation system is high, 
the uniformity of the chemical application will also be high.  
uniformity may change due to nozzle wear, operating pres-
sures, valves or other irrigation system components; however  
it is a straightforward matter to check up on the uniformity 
of the irrigation system and tune up the system prior to any  
nutrient or chemical addition.

the economic advantages are many. only the required amount 
of nutrients and chemicals is applied to the field being irrigated, 
saving costs and reducing waste. costs can be lowered further 
by using concentrated solutions. furthermore, the expense of 
additional field application equipment is not necessary, and the 
additional cost of upkeep and maintenance of that equipment 
is reduced. in all, the application is less labor intensive, and 
this also makes it easier to meet safety requirements. applica-
tion can be automated through the use of integrated dosing  
systems.

as fertilizers can be applied through an irrigation system, the 
need to wait for a field to dry after irrigating to allow driven 
equipment to enter the field is eliminated. nutrients and  
chemicals can be applied during the irrigation. scheduling is 
much more exact, simplifying timelines.

With the irrigation system applying the nutrients or chemicals, 
additional tractors or spray equipment are not driving through 
the field, reducing compaction.  hazards to the operator are also 
reduced, because chemicals and fertilizers are injected into the 
water stream with little or no contact with operator. opera-
tors are not in the middle of the irrigated area with chemical or  
fertilizer application equipment. solutions can be dosed directly 

from bulk storage containers without the need for mixing or 
other handling.

leT The IRRIGATION sysTem  
dO The wORk
choosing a fertigation system means letting the irrigation do 
the work, and there is no need for costly chemical application 
equipment that also requires maintenance. overfeeding and 
underfeeding of the crop is also reduced, because the uniform 
application of chemicals and fertilizers is easily controlled for 
the prescribed quantity over the given area. 

furthermore, dry fertilizers applied by mechanical means re-
quire additional equipment such as tractors and fertilizer drills 
or spreaders. once applied, they must be irrigated uniformly  
so that they dissolve at a uniform rate. to achieve a uniform 
application or reasonably uniform application means either 
waiting for rain or using a pressurized irrigation system. if a 
pressurized irrigation system is used, why not just apply the 
material through that equipment? the farmer then knows that 
the correct quantity of material was applied while also irrigat-
ing the crop. the overall amount of chemicals applied can be 
reduced when compared to the dry application. fertilizers can 
also be applied several times during the growing season, when 
required by the plants during the irrigation process. 

With the installation of more and more pressurized irrigation 
systems such as center pivots, drip irrigation systems in per-
manent crops and tape irrigation systems in row crops, there 
is an ever increasing ability for applying fertilizers and other  
chemicals through the irrigation systems.  also, as fertilizers 
have become more expensive, the requirement is to apply only 

Dosing into a center pivot is one 
example of types of a high-flow 
fertigation application requiring 
precision and uniformity.
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what is required with accurate timing and in precise quantities, 
so that fertilizers remain within the root zone of the crop being 
fertilized. this reduces the quantity of material and the possi-
bility of leaching of the chemicals past the root zone and being 
lost. this practice will and has reduced nitrates from entering 
our water sources. 

pRecIsION ApplIcATION  
Of lIquId feRTIlIzeR
fertilizers come in many forms and farmers who have been 
mixing granular fertilizers into water are now beginning to  
realize that this may not be the most economical and often 
can be inaccurate. pressurized irrigation systems require water  
soluble fertilizers and many of the dry formulations may con-
tain ingredients that are not totally soluble.  

commercially available liquid fertilizers and effective, accu-
rate dosing devices are becoming the norm. the results are  

improved crop yields and the use of fewer inputs that also  
generate greater profits.  

liquid fertilizers have a consistent concentration in content  
and provide a greater flexibility for fertigation methods, such as 
foliar spray, soil injection, drip or micro spray. they also reduce 
the need to handle heavy bags and dust exposure when apply-
ing dry materials. liquid fertilizers eliminate blockages of hoses 
and tubes and allow rapid uptake.

precision application is more important now and will continue 
to be refined. the cost of fertilizers and chemicals will only 
increase and the precision of application will only need to be 
improved. the goal must be to apply only what the plants can 
utilize without any leaching or run off.  chemigation practices 
must be such that those chemicals applied are only applied 
to the plant or soil surfaces to which they are intended. the  
reduction of overspray and wind drift must be accounted for 
and eliminated.
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dIGITAl dOsING pumps besT  
fOR uNIfORmITy ANd AccuRAcy
of the many pump types that can be used for fertiga-
tion applications, motor driven dosing pumps – and even 
better yet digital dosing pumps – provide extremely high 
precision. Digital dosing pumps allow fertilizers to enter 
the irrigation water pipe line uniformly and well mixed. 
these pumps also provide flexibility in control through 
simple manual start/stop or proportional control from a 
water flow meter.  

commonly available fertigation pump types
the following table provides a comparison between the 
advantages and disadvantages of the most commonly 
available fertigation pump types. 

type advantages disadvantages

electric VfD motor  
crank Driven

•	 highly accurate
•	 easy initial setup
•	 easy to adjust
•	 Very flexible
•	 low maintenance
•	 initial high investment

•	 initial high investment

hydraulic Driven •	 relatively inexpensive
•	 no electrical power required
•	 easy to operate
•	 low maintenance

•	 not very accurate
•	 no automation
•	 Very limited operating range
•	 no possibility of remote monitoring and control
•	 pulsing dosage

electric solenoid Driven •	 relatively inexpensive
•	 low maintenance
•	 many options for dosing monitoring 

and control

•	 marginal accuracy
•	 complicated initial setup
•	 Difficult adjustment
•	 limited operating range per unit
•	 pressure spikes

electric motor cam Driven •	 relatively inexpensive
•	 low maintenance
•	 many options for dosing monitoring 

and control

•	 marginal accuracy
•	 complicated initial setup
•	 low flexibility
•	 limited operating range per unit
•	 Difficult to use
•	 pressure spikes

pressure Differential
Venturi Driven

•	 inexpensive
•	 low maintenance

•	 highly inaccurate
•	 low flexibility
•	 Difficult adjustment
•	 additional pump  

required in some installations

electric motor/engine and 
gear box
piston Driven

•	 moderate expense
•	 easy setup
•	 easy adjustment 

•	 moderate accuracy
•	 high maintenance

electric motor
peristaltic pump Driven

•	 inexpensive
•	 easy setup
•	 easy adjustment

•	 moderate maintenance
•	 moderate accuracy

engine Driven roller pump •	 inexpensive •	 high maintenance
•	 low accuracy
•	 low flexibility
•	 no automation 

Digital dosing solutions have proven their ability to balance the needs of high 
yields for the farmer with sustainable farming practices 
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hOw TO sIze A feRTIGATION pump
crop:  strawberries
crop spacing:   52 inch beds (Double row with single subsurface drip tape)
field size:  10 acres (303 beds at 330 feet row lengths)
irrigation type:  Drip tape (0.50 gpm/100 feet
soil type: sandy loam

330 foot row ÷ 100= 3.3 x .50 gpm/100 feet = 1.65 gpm per row
303 rows x 1.65 gpm = 499.95 gpm

adding fertigation to the irrigation system requires a number of considerations and 
calculations.  

STRaWBERRy FIElDS 
the following fertigation sizing exam-
ple is for a 10 acre field of strawberries, 
where the irrigation system irrigates all 
10 acres in one set. the water source is 
from a well, pumping the required 500 
gpm. the irrigation system operating 
pressure at well discharge is 40 psi. 
some additional information about the 
field and irrigation system:

Note:  
the injection rate and injection time for the application must be determined so that leaching of any nutrients or chemicals 
are prevented. this may require that the nutrients are injected in very short intervals and not allow leaching. another method 
would be to inject at the end of an irrigation cycle to prevent leaching. Determine which method may be used so that the nutri-
ents or chemicals injected remain in the root zone of the plant being irrigated.

Selecting the pump
the dosing pumps that can be used in example G.a to deliver 3,534 gph are the grundfos DDa 30-4, DmX25-3, or Dmh 36-16.  
the least costly will be the DDa 30-4.

the dosing pumps that can be used in example G.b to deliver 9,375 gph are the grundfos Dme 60-10, DmX 35-10, Dmh 31-200.

H.  Determine the pressure of the system that the dosing pump will be pumping against
I.  Determine the location of the dosing pump and location of the injection site into the system
J.  Determine if a tank to store materials will be required
k.  Determine if a tank mixer will be require
l.  Determine what is available for power and location

Determine the following:  

a.  Determine the material(s) to be injected
B.  Determine amount of material to be applied/acre
c.  Determine the field size
D.  Determine the required total quantity of material to 

be applied
E.  Determine the total pounds of material to be injected
F.  Determine the gallons of material to be injected
G.a   Determine the length of time allowed to inject the 

required amount of material. for this example:  
irrigation system operates for 8 hours, required 
amount of material is 28.28 gallons 

G.b   Determine the length of time and injection rate 
required if a required dilution is required:

system flow rate:
Dilution required  example  100ppm
Determine dilution factor
calculate injection rate 

injection time based on 100 ppm dilution at the 
0.15625 gpm rate to apply 28.28 gallons of nitrogen

for our strawberry field example: 

a.  UaN-32 (32% Nitrogen, 11.05 pounds per gallon).
B.  10 pounds of nitrogen per acre
c.  10 acres
D.  total nitrogen 10 pounds/acre x 10 acres = 100 pounds  

nitrogen
E.  uan-32:  100 pounds ÷ 0.32 = 312.5 pounds 
F.  uan-32: 312.5 pounds ÷ 11.05 pounds/gallon = 28.28 gallons
G.a  28.28 gallons ÷8 hours= 3.535 gph ÷60= 0.0589 gallons per 

minute injection rate or 3.534 GPH
Dosing pump requires to pump 0.0589 gpm against 40 psi 
system operating pressure

G.b.  

 500 gpm flow rate in irrigation system
 100ppm nitrogen  (uan-32)
 0.32 x 1,000,000 ÷ 100 ppm = 3,200 dilution factor
 injection rate:  500 gpm ÷3,200 = 0.15625 gpm or 9.375 GPH  

again against a 40 psi system operating pressure
                            
 28.28 gallons ÷ 0.15625 gpm = 180.99 minutes
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cONTROls,  
INfORmATION ANd 
AuTOmATION

from simple moNitoriNg of pump data to 

maiNtaiN the highest efficieNcy to remote 

surveillaNce aNd automated coNtrol for 

irrigatioN scheduliNg, data maNagemeNt 

is iNcreasiNgly the meaNs to make complex 

irrigatioN systems simple to operate.
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increasingly, farmers are discovering the benefits of remote 
monitoring, but few take advantage of the possibilities of what 
can appear to be an overly complex solution. a range of com-
ponents and total solutions are available today that enable 
irrigation equipment installers to take over the monitoring of 
farmers’ pumps as part of a service package. this lets farmers 
focus on what they do best: optimizing crop yields. 

an irrigation system is more than pumps and often involves a 
range of equipment from many different suppliers, for example 
the irrigation unit, weather data system, soil moisture monitor-
ing, and so on. farmers are understandably reluctant to bring 
together equipment from different suppliers in a single, unified 
surveillance system, and even more so to place management of 
the irrigation system at a computer. 

farmers generally want to decide for themselves what should 
happen; the economic consequences are simply too great if 
something should go wrong. these concerns, however, can 
be overcome. With many players on the market aware of the  
issues, integration of equipment is getting easier.

cONTROls ANd mONITORING
controls and monitoring are becoming more important for 
agricultural applications. turf applications and golf courses 
are already using smart controls that capture soil moisture, 
climate data, and the amount of irrigation that is required.  
irrigation can then be scaled up and down and scheduled  
according to this. however, the economic consequences for  
agriculture are substantially higher than for turf or landscap-
ing applications where under-irrigated grass will quickly  
recover. under-irrigated crops do not necessarily recover, at 
huge cost for the farmer. 

however, crop factors change more during a year and with 
many more variables compared to turf and landscaping.

at the water source, a controller is needed that knows what to 
pump and when to pump from where; for example, from many 
different groundwater wells of different depths, where water 
levels can vary. 

filter stations also have controllers. With this information  
available online, remote monitoring is possible with alarms. 
for example, mixing different water sources from deep wells 
and canals is something that is happening more regularly to  
ensure sufficient water. With different characteristics and levels  
of contaminants, these different water sources need to be 
blended and treated accordingly. 

Disinfection of the irrigation system – using chlorination, for 
example – to remove algae is necessary to avoid clogging. in 
greenhouses, small problems such as fungal growth in hydro-
ponics can quickly get out of hand. these need very precise 
dosing, and controls for critical functions have to be extremely 
precise, as should the automated dosing program.

RemOTe mANAGemeNT ANd dATA  
cOmmuNIcATION 
a remote management solution with communication inter-
faces using open standards that easily integrate the pumps 
and pump systems into scaDa (supervisory control and data  
acquisition) systems, plc’s (programmable logic controllers) 
and other controller or monitoring systems offers the farmer 
a range of options including stand-alone pump surveillance, 
components that can be integrated with other equipment, and 
complete system monitoring with remote management.

ensuring quick and easy communication with pumps and 
pumping systems enables the installer to give a much better 
service to the farmer. transparency of data means that planning 
and monitoring status data become much easier and result in 
improved reporting, increased understanding of the overall 
pump and irrigation system, possible improved water pumping 
availability, and improved irrigation scheduling. easy and rapid 
analysis and optimization of the system’s engineering is also 
made possible.

components and solutions are avail-
able today that enable irrigation 
equipment	installers	to	take	over	the	
monitoring of farmers’ pumps as part 
of a service package. 

this lets farmers focus on what they 
do best: optimizing crop yields.

cONTROls, INfORmATION 
ANd AuTOmATION
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open and interoperable data bus networks are becoming  
increasingly important for supervisory systems monitoring 
pumps systems. grundfos communication and control solu-
tions use a new fieldbus concept that creates an optimal,  
flexible and therefore cost-effective integration of field devices 
such as pumps or pumps systems into management systems.

the grundfos cim/ciu communication interfaces using open 
standards offer many advantages for the installer. the use of 
a serial data bus connection can reduce the installation cost of 
wiring field devices by up to 40%. having the data available on 
a supervisory system increases accessibility of the system for 
control and management, and by optimizing the system, the 
operating costs can be significantly reduced. 

these open communication standards offer vendor neutral, 
flexible and secure communication solutions that optimize and 
protect investments. once collected, data transmitted from 
technical systems using these interfaces can be transferred to 
related units. this means that the data is available for other 
purposes, for example calculating operating costs for account-
ing purposes. 

these interfaces enable fieldbus communication on your pump 
and offer one communication solution for all products for 
central data monitoring, optimized remote set point control 

and preventative maintenance. the wall-mounted ciu unit is 
equipped with a 24 to 240 Vac/VDc power supply.

the modular design is prepared for future needs and is based 
on standard functional profiles. grundfos cim/ciu standard 
communication interfaces are easy to install and commission 
for complete process control with grundfos pump systems.

hOw cOsTs ARe sAved 
integration of monitoring and controls means that the remote 
management of irrigation is something we will see much more 
of in the very near future. alerts, reporting and diagnostics for 
the pump, variable frequency drive, tank, well or other water 
source levels and motor protection device can be seen on the 
same screen, leaving the farmer with the option of full auto-
mation of the irrigation, or to maintain control, using the infor-
mation made available.

many solutions today offer the farmer remote programming, 
management, diagnostics and reporting via any web-enabled 
device such as a desktop computer, laptop, ipad or tablet or 
smart phone. in recent years new technology has made it pos-
sible to expand the number of parameters that are monitored. 
more detailed information about the pump and the pump  
operation makes it easier to take corrective action; extending 
the pump life and reducing energy consumption.
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bAsIc  
hydRAulIcs

this chapter preseNts a basic iNtroductioN to 

hydraulics, to aid uNderstaNdiNg of hoW a pump 

Works aNd hoW Water behaves WheN part of aN 

irrigatioN system. 
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however, when dealing with the installation and operation of 
pumps, there are a further two parameters that are important:

1. friction loss in the piping system
2. elevation lift of the fluid. 

the interaction between q, h and p is: P	=	Q	x	H	x	c, where c  is 
a constant depending on the pump efficiency, gravity and the 
fluid type.

•	 With double flow, the power will also double
•	 With double head, the power will also double
•	 if both flow and head doubles, then the power will be four 

times higher

transportation of any kind of fluid in a piping system creates 
friction, and thereby losses. that means loss of energy and loss 
of pressure. it is the velocity of the fluid that creates the pres-
sure loss. the higher the velocity, the higher the loss.

the fluid velocity (v) in a given pipe can be calculated from the 
flow.

v =  Q  x c  
        

a
   

in order to minimize the pressure loss it is usually recommend-
ed to keep the velocity in a pipe below 5 ft/s.

The fuNdAmeNTAls
When we discus pumps, only three major parameters are of interest to us:

flow designation q unit  gpm gallons per minute

head (pressure) designation h unit  ft feet

energy designation p unit  kW kilowatt

where c is a constant to convert the velocity to feet per second.

bAsIc hydRAulIcs
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fRIcTION lOss
friction losses occur in the water pipe, in the elbows, in t’s, in 
valves, and so on. the friction loss is dependent on the flow and 
is a constant for the device.

pipes are a special situation. here the friction loss is also de-
pendent on the length and the surface of the pipe. all pipe 
manufacturers have their own pipe loss tables that they make 
available and friction loss data can be obtained from the manu-
facturer of the equipment. an example is shown below for wa-
ter in plastic pipes. it is the sum of the friction losses from all 
components in an irrigation system that determines the total 
friction loss.

friction loss depends on the viscosity of the fluid. for our pur-
poses, the only friction loss referred to is for water.

vApOR pRessuRe
Water boils at 212° f, although this is only true as long as the at-
mospheric pressure is normal. When the pressure drops below 
the atmospheric pressure, water will boil at much lower tem-
peratures. as an example, if the pressure drops to 1 psi, water 
will start boiling already at 100° f. the atmospheric pressure is 
also lower at higher elevation. this phenomenon becomes an 
important issue when working with pumps. 

see ‘cavitation’ in chapter 10.

Irrigation Association Friction Loss Chart  2008 
Schedule 80 PVC IPS Plastic Pipe 

ASTM D1785      C=150  
psi loss per 100 feet of pipe

Nominal 
Size 1/2" 3/4" 1" 1-1/4" 1-1/2" 2" 2-1/2" 3" 4" 6"

Avg. ID 0.526 0.722 0.935 1.254 1.476 1.913 2.289 2.864 3.786 5.709
Pipe OD 0.840 1.050 1.315 1.660 1.900 2.375 2.875 3.500 4.500 6.625
Avg. Wall 0.157 0.164 0.190 0.203 0.212 0.231 0.293 0.318 0.357 0.458
Min. Wall 0.147 0.154 0.179 0.191 0.200 0.218 0.276 0.300 0.337 0.432

Flow  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi
gpm fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss

1 1.47 0.97 0.78 0.21 0.47 0.06 0.26 0.01 0.19 0.01
2 2.95 3.50 1.57 0.75 0.93 0.21 0.52 0.05 0.37 0.02 0.22 0.01
3 4.42 7.42 2.35 1.59 1.40 0.45 0.78 0.11 0.56 0.05 0.33 0.01
4 5.90 12.64 3.13 2.71 1.87 0.77 1.04 0.18 0.75 0.08 0.45 0.02 0.31 0.01
5 7.37 19.11 3.91 4.09 2.33 1.16 1.30 0.28 0.94 0.13 0.56 0.04 0.39 0.01
6 8.85 26.78 4.70 5.74 2.80 1.63 1.56 0.39 1.12 0.18 0.67 0.05 0.47 0.02 0.30 0.01
7 10.32 35.63 5.48 7.63 3.27 2.17 1.82 0.52 1.31 0.24 0.78 0.07 0.55 0.03 0.35 0.01
8 11.80 45.63 6.26 9.77 3.73 2.78 2.08 0.67 1.50 0.30 0.89 0.09 0.62 0.04 0.40 0.01
9 13.27 56.75 7.04 12.15 4.20 3.45 2.34 0.83 1.69 0.37 1.00 0.11 0.70 0.04 0.45 0.01

10 14.75 68.98 7.83 14.77 4.67 4.20 2.59 1.01 1.87 0.46 1.11 0.13 0.78 0.05 0.50 0.02
12 9.39 20.70 5.60 5.88 3.11 1.41 2.25 0.64 1.34 0.18 0.93 0.08 0.60 0.03
14 10.96 27.55 6.53 7.83 3.63 1.88 2.62 0.85 1.56 0.24 1.09 0.10 0.70 0.03
16 12.52 35.27 7.47 10.03 4.15 2.40 3.00 1.09 1.78 0.31 1.25 0.13 0.80 0.04 0.46 0.01
18 14.09 43.87 8.40 12.47 4.67 2.99 3.37 1.35 2.01 0.38 1.40 0.16 0.90 0.05 0.51 0.01
20 15.65 53.32 9.33 15.16 5.19 3.63 3.75 1.64 2.23 0.47 1.56 0.19 0.99 0.07 0.57 0.02
22 10.27 18.08 5.71 4.33 4.12 1.96 2.45 0.56 1.71 0.23 1.09 0.08 0.63 0.02
24 11.20 21.24 6.23 5.09 4.49 2.30 2.68 0.65 1.87 0.27 1.19 0.09 0.68 0.02
26 12.13 24.64 6.75 5.91 4.87 2.67 2.90 0.76 2.02 0.32 1.29 0.11 0.74 0.03
28 13.07 28.26 7.26 6.77 5.24 3.06 3.12 0.87 2.18 0.36 1.39 0.12 0.80 0.03
30 14.00 32.12 7.78 7.70 5.62 3.48 3.34 0.99 2.34 0.41 1.49 0.14 0.85 0.04
32 14.93 36.19 8.30 8.68 5.99 3.92 3.57 1.11 2.49 0.46 1.59 0.16 0.91 0.04 0.40 0.01
34 15.87 40.49 8.82 9.71 6.37 4.39 3.79 1.24 2.65 0.52 1.69 0.17 0.97 0.04 0.43 0.01
36 9.34 10.79 6.74 4.88 4.01 1.38 2.80 0.58 1.79 0.19 1.02 0.05 0.45 0.01
38 9.86 11.93 7.12 5.40 4.24 1.53 2.96 0.64 1.89 0.21 1.08 0.06 0.48 0.01
40 10.38 13.11 7.49 5.93 4.46 1.68 3.11 0.70 1.99 0.24 1.14 0.06 0.50 0.01
42 10.90 14.35 7.87 6.49 4.68 1.84 3.27 0.77 2.09 0.26 1.20 0.07 0.53 0.01
44 11.42 15.65 8.24 7.08 4.91 2.00 3.43 0.84 2.19 0.28 1.25 0.07 0.55 0.01
46 11.94 16.99 8.61 7.69 5.13 2.18 3.58 0.91 2.29 0.31 1.31 0.08 0.58 0.01
48 12.45 18.38 8.99 8.32 5.35 2.35 3.74 0.98 2.39 0.33 1.37 0.08 0.60 0.01
50 12.97 19.83 9.36 8.97 5.57 2.54 3.89 1.06 2.49 0.36 1.42 0.09 0.63 0.01
55 14.27 23.65 10.30 10.70 6.13 3.03 4.28 1.27 2.74 0.43 1.57 0.11 0.69 0.01
60 15.57 27.79 11.24 12.57 6.69 3.56 4.67 1.49 2.98 0.50 1.71 0.13 0.75 0.02
65 12.17 14.58 7.25 4.13 5.06 1.72 3.23 0.58 1.85 0.15 0.81 0.02
70 13.11 16.73 7.80 4.74 5.45 1.98 3.48 0.66 1.99 0.17 0.88 0.02
75 14.05 19.01 8.36 5.38 5.84 2.25 3.73 0.76 2.13 0.19 0.94 0.03
80 14.98 21.42 8.92 6.06 6.23 2.53 3.98 0.85 2.28 0.22 1.00 0.03
85 15.92 23.96 9.48 6.78 6.62 2.83 4.23 0.95 2.42 0.24 1.06 0.03
90 10.03 7.54 7.01 3.15 4.48 1.06 2.56 0.27 1.13 0.04
95 10.59 8.34 7.40 3.48 4.73 1.17 2.70 0.30 1.19 0.04

100 11.15 9.17 7.79 3.83 4.97 1.29 2.85 0.33 1.25 0.04
110 12.26 10.94 8.57 4.57 5.47 1.53 3.13 0.39 1.38 0.05
120 13.38 12.85 9.34 5.37 5.97 1.80 3.42 0.46 1.50 0.06
130 14.49 14.90 10.12 6.22 6.47 2.09 3.70 0.54 1.63 0.07
140 15.61 17.09 10.90 7.14 6.96 2.40 3.98 0.62 1.75 0.08
150 11.68 8.11 7.46 2.73 4.27 0.70 1.88 0.10
160 12.46 9.14 7.96 3.07 4.55 0.79 2.00 0.11
170 13.24 10.23 8.46 3.44 4.84 0.88 2.13 0.12
180 14.02 11.37 8.95 3.82 5.12 0.98 2.25 0.13
190 14.80 12.57 9.45 4.22 5.41 1.09 2.38 0.15
200 15.57 13.82 9.95 4.64 5.69 1.19 2.50 0.16
220 10.94 5.54 6.26 1.42 2.75 0.19
240 11.94 6.51 6.83 1.67 3.00 0.23
260 12.93 7.55 7.40 1.94 3.25 0.26
280 13.93 8.66 7.97 2.23 3.51 0.30
300 14.92 9.84 8.54 2.53 3.76 0.34
320 15.92 11.09 9.11 2.85 4.01 0.39
340 9.68 3.19 4.26 0.43
360 10.25 3.55 4.51 0.48
380 10.82 3.92 4.76 0.53
400 11.39 4.31 5.01 0.58
420 11.95 4.72 5.26 0.64
440 Shaded area represents velocities over 5 fps.  

Use with caution.

12.52 5.14 5.51 0.70
460 13.09 5.59 5.76 0.76
480 13.66 6.04 6.01 0.82
500 14.23 6.52 6.26 0.88

Working
Pressure 850 psi 690 psi 630 psi 520 psi 470 psi 400 psi 420 psi 370 psi 320 psi 280 psi

Irrigation Association Friction Loss Chart  2008 
Schedule 80 PVC IPS Plastic Pipe 

ASTM D1785      C=150  
psi loss per 100 feet of pipe

Nominal 
Size 1/2" 3/4" 1" 1-1/4" 1-1/2" 2" 2-1/2" 3" 4" 6"

Avg. ID 0.526 0.722 0.935 1.254 1.476 1.913 2.289 2.864 3.786 5.709
Pipe OD 0.840 1.050 1.315 1.660 1.900 2.375 2.875 3.500 4.500 6.625
Avg. Wall 0.157 0.164 0.190 0.203 0.212 0.231 0.293 0.318 0.357 0.458
Min. Wall 0.147 0.154 0.179 0.191 0.200 0.218 0.276 0.300 0.337 0.432

Flow  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi  Velocity    psi
gpm fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss fps Loss

1 1.47 0.97 0.78 0.21 0.47 0.06 0.26 0.01 0.19 0.01
2 2.95 3.50 1.57 0.75 0.93 0.21 0.52 0.05 0.37 0.02 0.22 0.01
3 4.42 7.42 2.35 1.59 1.40 0.45 0.78 0.11 0.56 0.05 0.33 0.01
4 5.90 12.64 3.13 2.71 1.87 0.77 1.04 0.18 0.75 0.08 0.45 0.02 0.31 0.01
5 7.37 19.11 3.91 4.09 2.33 1.16 1.30 0.28 0.94 0.13 0.56 0.04 0.39 0.01
6 8.85 26.78 4.70 5.74 2.80 1.63 1.56 0.39 1.12 0.18 0.67 0.05 0.47 0.02 0.30 0.01
7 10.32 35.63 5.48 7.63 3.27 2.17 1.82 0.52 1.31 0.24 0.78 0.07 0.55 0.03 0.35 0.01
8 11.80 45.63 6.26 9.77 3.73 2.78 2.08 0.67 1.50 0.30 0.89 0.09 0.62 0.04 0.40 0.01
9 13.27 56.75 7.04 12.15 4.20 3.45 2.34 0.83 1.69 0.37 1.00 0.11 0.70 0.04 0.45 0.01

10 14.75 68.98 7.83 14.77 4.67 4.20 2.59 1.01 1.87 0.46 1.11 0.13 0.78 0.05 0.50 0.02
12 9.39 20.70 5.60 5.88 3.11 1.41 2.25 0.64 1.34 0.18 0.93 0.08 0.60 0.03
14 10.96 27.55 6.53 7.83 3.63 1.88 2.62 0.85 1.56 0.24 1.09 0.10 0.70 0.03
16 12.52 35.27 7.47 10.03 4.15 2.40 3.00 1.09 1.78 0.31 1.25 0.13 0.80 0.04 0.46 0.01
18 14.09 43.87 8.40 12.47 4.67 2.99 3.37 1.35 2.01 0.38 1.40 0.16 0.90 0.05 0.51 0.01
20 15.65 53.32 9.33 15.16 5.19 3.63 3.75 1.64 2.23 0.47 1.56 0.19 0.99 0.07 0.57 0.02
22 10.27 18.08 5.71 4.33 4.12 1.96 2.45 0.56 1.71 0.23 1.09 0.08 0.63 0.02
24 11.20 21.24 6.23 5.09 4.49 2.30 2.68 0.65 1.87 0.27 1.19 0.09 0.68 0.02
26 12.13 24.64 6.75 5.91 4.87 2.67 2.90 0.76 2.02 0.32 1.29 0.11 0.74 0.03
28 13.07 28.26 7.26 6.77 5.24 3.06 3.12 0.87 2.18 0.36 1.39 0.12 0.80 0.03
30 14.00 32.12 7.78 7.70 5.62 3.48 3.34 0.99 2.34 0.41 1.49 0.14 0.85 0.04
32 14.93 36.19 8.30 8.68 5.99 3.92 3.57 1.11 2.49 0.46 1.59 0.16 0.91 0.04 0.40 0.01
34 15.87 40.49 8.82 9.71 6.37 4.39 3.79 1.24 2.65 0.52 1.69 0.17 0.97 0.04 0.43 0.01
36 9.34 10.79 6.74 4.88 4.01 1.38 2.80 0.58 1.79 0.19 1.02 0.05 0.45 0.01
38 9.86 11.93 7.12 5.40 4.24 1.53 2.96 0.64 1.89 0.21 1.08 0.06 0.48 0.01
40 10.38 13.11 7.49 5.93 4.46 1.68 3.11 0.70 1.99 0.24 1.14 0.06 0.50 0.01
42 10.90 14.35 7.87 6.49 4.68 1.84 3.27 0.77 2.09 0.26 1.20 0.07 0.53 0.01
44 11.42 15.65 8.24 7.08 4.91 2.00 3.43 0.84 2.19 0.28 1.25 0.07 0.55 0.01
46 11.94 16.99 8.61 7.69 5.13 2.18 3.58 0.91 2.29 0.31 1.31 0.08 0.58 0.01
48 12.45 18.38 8.99 8.32 5.35 2.35 3.74 0.98 2.39 0.33 1.37 0.08 0.60 0.01
50 12.97 19.83 9.36 8.97 5.57 2.54 3.89 1.06 2.49 0.36 1.42 0.09 0.63 0.01
55 14.27 23.65 10.30 10.70 6.13 3.03 4.28 1.27 2.74 0.43 1.57 0.11 0.69 0.01
60 15.57 27.79 11.24 12.57 6.69 3.56 4.67 1.49 2.98 0.50 1.71 0.13 0.75 0.02
65 12.17 14.58 7.25 4.13 5.06 1.72 3.23 0.58 1.85 0.15 0.81 0.02
70 13.11 16.73 7.80 4.74 5.45 1.98 3.48 0.66 1.99 0.17 0.88 0.02
75 14.05 19.01 8.36 5.38 5.84 2.25 3.73 0.76 2.13 0.19 0.94 0.03
80 14.98 21.42 8.92 6.06 6.23 2.53 3.98 0.85 2.28 0.22 1.00 0.03
85 15.92 23.96 9.48 6.78 6.62 2.83 4.23 0.95 2.42 0.24 1.06 0.03
90 10.03 7.54 7.01 3.15 4.48 1.06 2.56 0.27 1.13 0.04
95 10.59 8.34 7.40 3.48 4.73 1.17 2.70 0.30 1.19 0.04

100 11.15 9.17 7.79 3.83 4.97 1.29 2.85 0.33 1.25 0.04
110 12.26 10.94 8.57 4.57 5.47 1.53 3.13 0.39 1.38 0.05
120 13.38 12.85 9.34 5.37 5.97 1.80 3.42 0.46 1.50 0.06
130 14.49 14.90 10.12 6.22 6.47 2.09 3.70 0.54 1.63 0.07
140 15.61 17.09 10.90 7.14 6.96 2.40 3.98 0.62 1.75 0.08
150 11.68 8.11 7.46 2.73 4.27 0.70 1.88 0.10
160 12.46 9.14 7.96 3.07 4.55 0.79 2.00 0.11
170 13.24 10.23 8.46 3.44 4.84 0.88 2.13 0.12
180 14.02 11.37 8.95 3.82 5.12 0.98 2.25 0.13
190 14.80 12.57 9.45 4.22 5.41 1.09 2.38 0.15
200 15.57 13.82 9.95 4.64 5.69 1.19 2.50 0.16
220 10.94 5.54 6.26 1.42 2.75 0.19
240 11.94 6.51 6.83 1.67 3.00 0.23
260 12.93 7.55 7.40 1.94 3.25 0.26
280 13.93 8.66 7.97 2.23 3.51 0.30
300 14.92 9.84 8.54 2.53 3.76 0.34
320 15.92 11.09 9.11 2.85 4.01 0.39
340 9.68 3.19 4.26 0.43
360 10.25 3.55 4.51 0.48
380 10.82 3.92 4.76 0.53
400 11.39 4.31 5.01 0.58
420 11.95 4.72 5.26 0.64
440 Shaded area represents velocities over 5 fps.  

Use with caution.

12.52 5.14 5.51 0.70
460 13.09 5.59 5.76 0.76
480 13.66 6.04 6.01 0.82
500 14.23 6.52 6.26 0.88

Working
Pressure 850 psi 690 psi 630 psi 520 psi 470 psi 400 psi 420 psi 370 psi 320 psi 280 psi

Source: Irrigation Association (IA)
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pumps ANd 
mOTORs

pistoN pumps, ejector pumps, screW pumps, pe-

ripheral pumps aNd progressive cavity pumps are 

some of the differeNt types of pumps. hoWever, 

the oNly pump type Widely used iN irrigatioN is 

the ceNtrifugal pump aNd is the oNly pump type 

discussed here. 
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ceNTRIfuGAl pump Types
the centrifugal pump has a stationary part and a rotating part. 
the rotating part is called the impeller. the impeller has a num-
ber of vanes which force the water to rotate and creates flow.

the stationary part is called the pump housing, or pump bowl. 
the bowl also has a number of vanes called guide vanes. their 
function is to stop the water’s rotation and to convert the  
energy in the rotation to pressure.

•	 SINGlE STaGE PUMPS vERSUS MUlTISTaGE PUMPS

Single stage pumps have only one impeller and one pump hous-
ing. the pressure is limited to what that specific pump impeller 
type can produce.

Multistage pumps have several impellers and pump housings 
or bowls. if a single-stage pump can generate 50 psi, then a two 
stage pump with the same type of impeller and bowl can gener-
ate 100 psi, a three stage pump with the same type of impeller 
and bowl will generate 150 psi and so on.

Deep-well submersible pumps are most often multi-stage 
pump types. Besides generating a static pressure for the appli-
cation, they have to generate an additional pressure in order to 
lift the water from deep underground. this requires typically a 
multi-stage pump.

In-line multi-stage centrifugal pump

pumps ANd mOTORs

centrifugal pump main components

shaft seal

bearing

electric motor

outlet

outlet
inlet

inlet

pump housing

impeller

shaft seal

impeller

pump  
housing

Neck  
rings
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d2

d2
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•	 RaDIal FloW, MIxED FloW aND axIal FloW PUMPS 

•	 SURFacE/DRy INSTallED PUMPS aND SUBMERSIBlE 
PUMPS

usually a pump is installed in a dry environment. for outdoor 
use the motors must have an enclosure class intended for an 
outdoor environment. these are typically end suction pumps, 
split case pumps, and so on.

submersible pumps are pumps with the pump body sub-
merged in the fluid it is supposed to pump and there are two 
basic types, both for deep well applications:

vertical turbine (vT) pumps have the pump body submersed 
in the fluid, but the motor is installed above ground and con-
nected to the pump body with a long shaft, the line shaft.

Submersible pumps, also called deep-
well submersible pumps, have typi-
cally the same pump body as the Vt 
pumps, but the motor is a special  
design and installed beneath the 
pump. the submersible motor has 
been designed to operate in water 
under high pressure.

cAvITATION
cavitation is a phenomenon caused 
by the water boiling. as described 
earlier, the water will boil at tempera-
tures lower than 212°f, if the pressure 
drops below 1 atm. cavitation can be 
heard as a loud noise and vibration, 
and it is devastating for the pump.

however, it is not the water boiling 
that does the damage. it is when the 
water is changing its state from vapor to water that the damage 
occurs. the vapor bubbles in the water implode causing noise, 
and followed by a heavy mechanical impact, which will destroy 
the pump if cavitation takes place over an extended period.

The impeller at the top of the figure shows a radial flow impeller, 
capable of generating a high pressure. The impeller at the bottom 
shows an axial flow impeller that can generate a high flow. The 
impellers in between are called mixed flow impellers, or semi axial 
flow impellers, or semi radial flow impellers. 

impeller types for different pressure and flow:

Radial flow  
impeller

Mixed flow  
impeller

Mixed flow  
impeller

Mixed flow  
impeller

Axial flow  
impeller

Electric motor for a VT pump.
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pump peRfORmANce
a pump’s performance is typically illustrated through a set of 
curves, or tables, which show the most important data as a 
function of the flow.

heaD
a pump delivers flow and head, or pressure. the relation be-
tween flow and head is shown in the pump curve below.

the duty point of the pump is typically a  fixed flow and head. 
from the pump curve the corresponding flow and head can be 
read. a certain flow Q1 will give a corresponding pressure h1, and 
the flow Q2, will give the pressure h2.  the pump can operate 
from zero flow (and max head) to max flow (and zero head). 
however, both extremes must be avoided for several reasons.

pump efficiencY
pump efficiency is a term for how effective the pump is con-
verting the absorbed energy to hydraulic energy. the higher ef-
ficiency a pump has, the lower its energy consumption. 

a typical efficiency curve is shown below. the curve has a maxi-
mum point, which is typically the pump’s duty point. in the ex-
ample below the duty point is at 650 gpm. as soon as the flow is 
changed to either more or less, the efficiency of the pump goes 
down, and it drops to zero at both ends.

operation outside bold line limits (300 gpm and 850 gpm) is not 
recommended.

poWer curVes
the power curve below shows the hp or kW consumption for 
the pump hydraulic. this is the required shaft power or motor 
size. on the curve below the maximum hp is 110, which is the 
shaft power the motor must deliver. With a service factor of 1.15 
the motor size must then be minimum 110 / 1.15 = 95.7 hp. that 
means a 100 hp motor.

net positiVe suction heaD, npsh
net positive suction head (npsh) is used as a suction pressure 
safety limit, in order to avoid cavitation. When the water enters 
the impeller of a pump there is often already a vacuum, p1. 

When the water exits the impeller the pressure has increased 
significantly, p2. that is the nature of the impeller. But inside the 
pump impeller, between the inlet and the outlet, the pressure 
will actually drop even further, depending on the design of the 
pump.  

as described earlier, the 
situation where the low-
est pressure is lower 
than the vapor pressure 
will cause cavitation and 
thereby destruction of 
the pump. how to com-
pensate for this and avoid 
cavitation is by increasing 
the inlet pressure p1 . 

there are several ways to do that:

•			lower	the	inlet	and	reduce	the	suction	lift
•			reduce	friction	loss	in	the	suction	pipe
•			reduce	the	flow
•			lift	the	suction	water	level
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Pumps at work, system curve
a pump is always part of a bigger system, such as an irrigation 
system. that means there is a pipe most often entering the 
pump (inlet pipe or suction pipe), and there is always a pipe go-
ing out of the pump (outlet pipe or discharge pipe). friction loss 
occurs in the pipes, and in the piping system there are often 
elbows, tee’s, valves, filters, and so on, all of which adds friction 
to the water flow. the friction loss increases with the flow in 
the 2nd  power.

each pumping system or irrigation system has a unique system 
curve, which is constant, as long as the friction is not changed, 
for instance by using a valve, which increases or reduces the 
flow. in the figure below the usual pump curves (blue) is shown 
together with the system curve (red).

the system curve by definition starts at zero and goes through 
the pump’s duty point on the pump curve. it is used to better 
understand what will happen when we are trying to regulate 
the performance of the pump.

the definition mentioned above is different when the pump 
has a static lift, as shown below.

in those situations the zero point starts on the y-axis at the 
head h, which is the static lift of the water. these situations 
always apply when deep-well submersible pumps or turbine 
pumps are used.

peRfORmANce ReGulATION
the performance of pumps can be regulated in several ways. 
the most common approaches for centrifugal pumps are  
throttling, operation in parallel, operation in series, bypass 
control, modifying impeller diameter, change of impeller and 
change of speed. not all these approaches are necessarily  
advisable, as discussed below. 

Throttling
•	 Throttling	 increases	 the	 friction	 in	 a	 pumping	 system	 and	

raises the system curve to a higher position. energy con-
sumption is typically the same as before throttling, but with 
a reduced flow. 

•	 This	approach	for	performance	regulation	wastes	energy.	The	
same performance could have been obtained with a smaller 
pump.

operation of two pumps in parallel
two pumps of the same size will perform as shown in the curve 
below. the total head will be the same as for one pump, while 
the flow is increasing to the double at zero head. the regulation 
is done by turning one or two pumps on or off. 

this is a good approach for an irrigation system, where the lay-
out has several zones that are not always used at the same time.
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operation of two pumps in series
two pumps of the same size will perform as shown in the curve 
below. the total flow will be the same as for one pump, while 
the pressure is increasing to the double at zero flow.

two pumps in series work as a multi-stage pump with two stag-
es. By adding stages, each stage is contributing with a certain 
pressure to the total and very high pressure can be obtained. 
a good example is deep-well submersible or turbine pumps, 
which are always multi-stage pumps.

Bypass control
Bypass control reduces resistance in the system thus reducing 
the system curve, and ensures a certain minimum flow through 
the pump.

energy consumption is typically the same for the pump, but 
since some of the water is recirculated, the overall efficiency of 
the system goes down.

Modifying impeller diameter
if the pump is giving too much pressure or flow the diameter 
of the pump impeller can be reduced without any major con-
sequences. the reduction is done by machining, and is fairly 
costly. When the diameter is reduced the flow, head and power 
is affected the following ways:

on the curve to the right is shown the change in flow and head.

change of impeller
instead of machining the impeller smaller, some pump compa-
nies manufacture and offer smaller diameter impellers intend-
ed to reduce the head of a full size impeller. these impellers are 
designed to meet a specific lower duty point and will always 
match the rest of the pump.

Speed regulation
Variation of the pump speed, or rpm, is the most effective way 
to regulate a pumps performance. When the speed is changed 
the parameters changes as shown below:
 

the use of variable frequency drives (VfD) is becoming increas-
ing popular as an effective tool to vary the speed of a pump and 
thereby the pump performance. one of the major benefiits of 
this type of regulation is that the efficiency remains more or less 
unchanged over a wide performance range. this gives signifi-
cant energy savings by reduced speed.
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comparison of performance regulation
the chart below shows the main differences between the various approaches to pump performance regulation.

elecTRIc mOTORs
an electric motor converts electrical power to mechanical power.

Motor components
an electric motor has a stationary part, the stator, and a rotat-
ing part, the rotor. the stator is built of laminated steel plates 
with slots on the inner diameter, in which are inserted copper 
wire. the rotor is also built of laminated steel plates with slots 
or holes on the outer diameter in which are inserted copper or 
aluminum bars.

an electric field induced in the stator forces the rotor to rotate.
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Power considerations and efficiencies
electric motors convert electrical energy into mechanical en-
ergy, which is used to drive the pump.

p1 is the energy consumed by the motor. this can be read on 
the meter, and is the amount of energy the power company is 
charging for. 

p2 is the motor shaft power, and this number is always lower 
than p1, because there is a certain electrical loss in the windings, 
and some mechanical friction losses. p2 is also referred to as mo-
tor size. ‘how big is your motor?’ means: how much is your p2 
of the motor?

the ratio between p2 and p1 is the motor efficiency , 
where both p1 and p2 are in W or kW or hp.

if the motor size is listed in hp, the formula for motor efficiency 
is . . p2 is now in hp and p1 is in kW.

p3 is the shaft power input required to drive the pump and  
is usually the same as p2. But in cases where pumps have a  
long shaft such as a vertical turbine pump, the friction in the 
long shaft bearing can be significant, and p3 is therefore lower 
than p2.

phyd, or p4, is the hydraulic power. this is the energy that comes 
out of the pump as a product of head and flow. 

mOTOR pROTecTION
in order to avoid unexpected breakdowns, costly repairs and 
subsequent losses due to motor downtime, it is important that 
the motor is fitted with some sort of protective device.

for external protection against short circuits in the whole instal-
lation, external protection devices are normally different types 
of fuses or short circuit relays. this kind of protection device is 
compulsory and legal and placed under safety regulations.

external protection against overload of specific equipment is 
important to avoid the overload of the pump motor and there-
by prevent damage and breakdown of the motor. this type of 
protection reacts on current.

Built-in motor protection with thermal overload-protection 
avoids damage and breakdown of motor. the built-in protector 
always requires an external circuit breaker, while some built-in 
motor protection types even require an overload relay.

What to protect against
problems with the power supply quality can be issues such as 
overvoltage, undervoltage, imbalanced voltages/currents and 
frequency variation.

installation, supply and motor failures should of course be 
avoided and usually result from either slow or rapid tempera-
ture increases in the motor windings. 

%100
1

2 746,0 ××
P

P
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1
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in cases of slowly-developing temperature increases, causes 
can be:  

•	 insufficient cooling
•	 high ambient temperature
•	 high altitude operation
•	 high liquid temperature
•	 too high viscosity of the pumping liquid
•	 frequent starts
•	 too big load inertia (not common for pumps)

in cases of quickly-developing temperature (less than one min-
ute from ambient temperature to breakdown), causes can be:   

•	 locked rotor
•	 phase breakage

Fuses and circuit breakers

Fuses: 
•	 fuses prevent short circuits from damaging the installation 

and in worst case causing a fire. 
•	 it is essential that the fuse trips out before thermal damage 

of other parts of the installation occur because of short cir-
cuits. 

overload relays: 
•	 make it possible for the motor to handle harmless temporary 

overloads without interrupting the circuit, i.e. motor starting. 
•	 trip and open a motor circuit, if the current exceeds its limits 

and might damage the motor. are reset either automatically 
or manually once the overload situation has passed. 

Dedicated pump protection devices
motor protection offers surveillance of the motor as well as pro-
tection. shown below is an example of a dedicated pump pro-
tection device, the grundfos mp204, with the parameters for 
monitoring and protection listed. 

the monitored data can be transmitted to a central controller,  
which can then control the pump. this device can be used on 
any ac electric motor up to 999a, or approximately 700 hp  
depending on the voltage.

m
on

ito
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g

insulation resistance

motor temperature incl. pt and ptc

current tru e rms

current unbalance

Voltage, true rms

power consumption

phase sequence

harmonic distortion

power factor

1-ph start and run capasitors

operating hours, since reset and accumulated

number of starts, since reset and accumulated

energy consumption, kWh, since reset and ac-
cumulated

pr
ot

ec
tio

n

heat

underload/dry run

over voltage

under voltage

phase unbalance/loss

overload

faulty capacitors
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pump sIzING

pump siziNg is about selectiNg the right pump With 

the highest efficieNcy for the operatiNg coNditioNs 

required for the applicatioN. to get the relevaNt data 

for the operatiNg coNditioNs:

1. calculate hoW much floW is Needed from the pump

2. calculate hoW much head the pump must produce
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the pump supplier will normally select a pump with the highest efficiency for the operating conditions. to find out if the operating 
conditions are stable, the process for calculating the relevant data is as follows:

1. calculate how much flow is needed from the 
pump

Determine the amount of water to be applied during the peak 
period. this can be calculated from the size of the field, and how 
many inches of water that must be applied. the result is then 
converted to gallons per minute (gpm). this number is the size 
of the pump.

as an example, say we want to grow sweet corn on a 50 acre 
field. the water is coming from a well. a pump with best effi-
ciency at 524 gpm could therefore be used. if that pump is cho-
sen, it should pump 24 hours a day.

to allow for system downtime and power cost windows a larger 
pump will therefore always be chosen, and a runtime of be-
tween 12 and 18 hours per day is typical. 

if we choose 12 hours runtime per day the pump must be able 
to pump the double amount: 1048 gpm. the grundfos sub-
mersible pump type 1100s can give 1048 gpm, which is close 
to where the maximum efficiency is, and this pump is therefore 
selected (see curve below).

etp in the area for sweet corn is 0.50” per day.
crop efficiency Kc =1
Water loss and water used by crop is:  etp×Kc  – in this case 0,50 ×1 =0.50”/day.

let’s assume irrigation efficiency is 90%.

required per day is then a bit more:  0.50  × 100 =0.56”/day.
                                                                                       

90

1 acre inch of water = 27,154 gallons.
per acre the water need is then 27,154 × 0.56” = 15,086 gallons.
a field size of 50 acres therefore requires 15,086 x 50 = 734,300 gallons of water per day, or converted to 
gallons per minute:  15,086   =524 gpm.
                                                24x60

The calculation:

Efficiency curves for the Grundfos submersible pump type 1100S. The pump’s nameplate typically notes the pump’s flow at best efficiency.  
Another number typically refers to the number of bowls and thereby how much pressure the pump can produce. 

pump sIzING
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2. calculate how much head the pump must pro-
duce

an irrigation pump has to overcome four elements of pres-
sure:

•	 Pressure	 needed	 for	 the	 application	 devices	 (sprinklers,	
spray heads, drippers, and so on)

•	 Friction	 loss	 in	 the	 piping	 system,	 pipes,	 screens,	 valves,	 
elbow’s, tee’s, and so on

•	 Elevation	lift
•	 Suction	lift

for a deep-well pump, such as a submersible or a vertical tur-
bine, another consideration is the drawdown of the static wa-
ter level. the static water level is defined as the depth to water 
when no water is being pumped from the well.

as soon as the pump starts pumping, the water level will start 
to go down. the water level will continue to go down until 
equilibrium is reached, and that is when the friction loss in 
the aquifer and the casing screen (feet of friction) is the same 
as the drawdown (feet of head). the dynamic water level is 
defined as the depth to water when the pump is running at 
its operating capacity.

When the total head for a ground water pump is calculated, 
two things are different from a surface pump:

1. there is no suction lift
2. the drawdown has to be added to the elevation lift

the other components in the calculation are unchanged.
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let’s return to the calculation and calculate the required head 
the pump must produce. let’s assume 

•	 the	application	device	use	10	psi	of	pressure,	or	23	feet	of	
head

•	 the	friction	loss	in	the	pipes,	elbows,	valves	and	tee’s	has	
been calculated to 30 psi, or 69 feet of head

•	 let’s	assume	the	elevation	lift	is	only	58	feet	of	head
•	 Static	water	level	is	200	feet	(this	corresponds	to	suction	lift	

for a surface pump)
•	 the	drawdown	in	the	well	is	10	feet
•	 Total	head	requirement	to	the	pump	is	therefore	

23+69+58+200+10=370 feet.

We earlier calculated the flow and found a grundfos submers-
ible pump 1100s meets this requirement. looking at the pump 
performance curves we can see that a 3 stage pump can meet 
the head requirement at 370 ft.

the pump curve below shows that a three stage pump will give 
exactly the flow and head required. the pump is a submersible 
pump, type 1100s-3 (3 stages or bowls) with a 125 hp motor.

in this example the performance requirement was right on one 
of the curves. let’s assume that the head requirement had only 
been 355 ft. in that case there is no curve matching the duty 
point, which is between two curves. 

the solution is to select one of the two curves: if the upper 
curve is selected there is a bit more reserve in the pump, if the 
lower one is selected the pump will run marginally for a longer 

time. in both cases it has no practical influence on the perfor-
mance or the efficiency, which can be seen from the efficiency 
curve.

Groundwater wells
a well is an opening stretching from the ground surface to the 
underground aquifer, where the groundwater is located. the 
depth of the well may vary from a few meters to several hun-
dred meters.

Wells are typically drilled with special drilling equipment able 
to penetrate the various layers of the ground, such as sand, clay, 
bedrock, and the like. inside the drilled hole a casing (pipe) is 
typically installed, which prevents the well from collapsing 
around the pump.

Below the casing and in line with the aquifer is another ‘casing’ 
with fine slots. this is the well screen, where the slots allow the 
water to enter the well. it holds back sand and larger particles 
trying to enter the well.
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to improve the filtering function, the borehole typically features 
a diameter that is 2-3” larger than the casing. a fine sand gravel 
pack filter is placed between the casing and the aquifer. some 
casings come with a pre-made gravel pack filter. made correctly, 
this filtering method prevents sand and silt from entering the 
well.

the us epa and national Water Works association are recom-
mending the following sand limits in well water:

•	 1	ppm	in	water	for	drip	and	microspray	application.
•	 10	ppm	in	water	for	sprinkler	irrigation	systems.
•	 15	ppm	in	water	for	flood	irrigation.

Before the well can be put into operation, it must be developed. 
a new well will always produce some sand and silt in the begin-
ning, and well development is the process of pumping a new 
well free from sand and silt. it is done by pumping with a very 
high flow, which draws the fine particles in the aquifer into the 
filter of the well. this slowly makes the filter more effective. 
after approximately one day of pumping, the well is normally 
pumped clean, and is ready for normal operation.

the pump used for well development wears out relatively 
quickly because of the high sand content, and it should there-
fore always be replaced with a new pump as soon as the well 
does not produce any more sand.

the submersible pump must always be installed above the 
screen area of the casing. this is to ensure that the water is 
forced past the motor, providing adequate motor cooling. if 
the pump cannot be installed above the screen filter, a cooling 
sleeve is recommended to create the necessary flow along the 
motor for proper cooling.

the drawdown for each specific well can be tested using a test 
pump with the same flow rating as the production pump, which 
is installed in the well and the pump started. the groundwater 
level is recorded, and the equilibrium point has been reached 
when the water level has become constant. this level is the dy-
namic water level. the drawdown is the difference between the 
static and the dynamic water level.

all the water the well is producing is pushed through the aq-
uifer and the well screen by the pressure differential there is 
between the static and the dynamic water level. the higher 
the flow is, the bigger the drawdown will be. for this reason 
it is often better, considering operating costs, to use two or 
more smaller pumps (and wells) instead of one large one. With 
smaller pumps the drawdown is limited, and the elevation lift 
is reduced.

some aquifers have so much resistance that the water flow to 
one well is not enough to cope with the irrigation need. a sec-
ond and third well may be the only solution to get the amount 
of water required. 
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pump  
peRfORmANce

to maiNtaiN pump performaNce at the highest 

efficieNcies, it is highly recommeNded to moNitor 

the pump performaNce. from this, the pump  

efficieNcy caN be calculated. 
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maintaining pump performance is fairly simple and requires 
monitoring of just three parameters:

1. flow
2. pressure
3. power consumption

from the three parameters the pump efficiency can be calcu-
lated:

pump efficiency

where
•	 H	is	the	pump	head	in	feet	(ft)
•	 Q	is	the	flow	in	gallons	per	minute	(gpm)
•	 P1 is the motor power consumption in kilowatts (kW)

please note that the formula above calculates both motor and 
pump-end efficiency as one total number. a comparison with 
the pump literature can therefore not be made, as this data is 
pumps-only efficiencies.

When checking the pressure, remember to add the elevation lift 
and friction loss from the discharge to the gauge, if the pressure 
gauge is not installed directly at the pump discharge. this must 
always be done for a deep well pump.

if these parameters are recorded right after the pump has been 
installed, they can be checked at regular intervals, or even bet-
ter, with on-line monitoring equipment that can be set to give 
alarms if some of the parameters are changing, or exceeding a 
pre-set limit.

if deviations from the pre-set conditions occur there are typi-
cally three main reasons why:

1) The pump’s operating conditions have changed 
 for example, if the water table in a well drops and the  

pump has to deliver a bigger head; the duty point is actually 
moving to the left on the pump curve. perhaps a valve in the 
system is throttling more or less than previously. if the con-
ditions could be changed back, they should. if not, installing 
another pump should be considered.

2) The water or pressure requirements have changed
 if another section of irrigated land has been added, or taken 

out, or the flow requirements have changed significantly, a 
change of pump must be considered; also if the irrigation 

system has been changed to a less water consuming appli-
cation.

3) The pump is losing efficiency and needs repair or replace-
ment

 pumps losing efficiency typically occur for the following 
reasons:

•	 cavitation
 for more information about cavitation, please see chapter 

10.

•	 Water hammer
 Water hammer is a problem that can occur when water 

is flowing in a pipe and a valve is closed too quickly. the 
longer the pipe, the worse the impact; and water hammer 
happens because water cannot be compressed. this can 
be compared with a long train in motion, which also needs 
some time to come to a complete stop. if it is forced to stop 
in a split second it destroys itself and everything that is 
trying to stop it.

 When water hammer happens it can be identified as a 
loud noise, as when someone is hammering on the pipes. 
Water hammer can destroy both the pump, pipes, valves 
and other components in the system. 

 a way to avoid water hammer is by introducing an air buff-
er somewhere in the pipeline. this could be a pressure tank 
containing air, and since air is compressible the energy 
in the flowing water can be absorbed by the air volume. 
another way to avoid water hammer is to introduce a soft 
start and stop of the pump. if the pump is equipped with a 
variable frequency drive (VfD), it will also have a soft start 
and probably also a soft stop. since VfDs are good for gen-
eral pump performance regulation, it is the recommended 
approach to avoid water hammer.

•	 Wear from sand and other abrasive materials in 
the water

 sand will over time destroy the pump completely, and al-
ready from very early in the process a loss of efficiency can 
be seen. a deep well designed correctly will not produce 
sand of significant quantities. But in many cases the well 
has not been made properly, and it will continue to pro-
duce sand for as long as it is in use. in such cases, the only 
way to avoid sand entering the pump is effective filtering 
before the pump inlet.

pump peRfORmANce
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•	 Bad Power Supply
 a bad power supply may destroy the electric motor.
	 •	 over voltage or in particular under voltage above  

 + / - 10%
	 •	 phase unbalance with more than 3% deviation  

 between phase voltage
	 •	 voltage spikes from other equipment starting and   

 stopping, and in particular from lightning.

grundfos offers a special overload device that takes care of all 
of the above.

•	 High temperatures
 high temperatures can occur because of too high ambient 

temperatures, or because the cooling is not good enough. 
electric motors normally have their maximum ambient 
temperature shown on the nameplate. make sure that is 
not exceeded and that the motor can get rid of the heat 
generated.

 submersible pump motors are cooled by the water that 
is being pumped, and if that water is not removed quickly 
enough it will slowly heat up and exceed the maximum 
allowable temperature for that motor.

 some motors come with built in temperature sensors 
which will stop the motor whenever a pre-set temperature 
has been exceeded. others require a separate signal wire 
is to transmit the temperature signal to a temperature 
overload device. grundfos submersible motors have a 
built-in temperature transmitter that sends a signal to an 
above-ground protection device with no extra wires, thus 
making the installation very simple.

for more details see chapter 10.

•	 General overload
 a general overload of the pump and motor will cause the 

temperature in the motor to increase and eventually de-
stroy the motor. it is therefore important always to install 
a good overload device, such as the mp204 described in 
chapter 10 above. this device will protect against all the 
possible disturbances that may occur, including overload.
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pump OveRvIew

gruNdfos caN supply pumps for aNy Water source 

aNd for dosiNg aNd disiNfectioN applicatioNs, as Well 

as variable speed drives aNd iNtelligeNt moNitoriNg, 

coNtrol aNd remote maNagemeNt solutioNs. 
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8080 technical overview:

SP

 Submersible Pumps
	Flow,	Q:		 													max.	1,400	gpm
	Head,	H:	 																			max.	2,100	ft
	Liquid	temp.:	 													+32°F	to	+	140°F
	Instal.	depth:	 																		max.	1,968	ft
 

Paco lF

vertical Single-stage centrifugal Pump
	Flow,	Q:		 																		max.	6,000	gpm
	Head,	H:	 																											max.	400	ft
	Liquid	temp.:	 																												max.	275°F
	Working	press.:																										max.	250	psi

Peerless  
vTP

vertical lineshaft Deep Well Pumps
	Flow,	Q:		 											max.	10,000	gpm
	Head,	H:	 																				max.	2,500	ft
	Liquid	temp.:	 																								max.	180°F

Paco kP

 Split case Double Suction Pump
	Flow,	Q:		 										max.		20,000	gpm
	Head,	H:	 																								max.	730	ft
	Liquid	temp.:	 																								max.	275°F
	Working	press.:																						max.	400	psi

Peerless  
MF

vertical axial and Mixed Flow Pumps
	Flow,	Q:		 									max.	220,000	gpm
	Head,	H:	 																							max.	100	ft
	Liquid	temp.:	 																							max.	140°F

DDa, DDc,  
DDE

SMaRT Digital Dosing Pumps
 flow, q:                      0.0007 to 8 gph
	Working	press.:																											max.	232	psi
	•		Integrated	flow	measurement
	•		AutoFlow	Adapt
	•		Autodegassing	capabilities

Booster-
paQ®

 Packaged Booster Pump Systems
	Flow,	Q	(4-pump):										max.	2,540	gpm
	Flow,	Q	(6-pump):									max.	3,800	gpm	
	Head,	H	(6-pump):																	max.	500	ft
	Liquid	temp.:																				-32°F	to	+	176°F
	Working	press.:																					max.	232	psi

DME

Digital Dosing Pumps
 flow, q:                  0.02 to 248 gph
	Working	press.:																						max.	145	psi
	•		Easy-to-use	Digital	User	Interface
	•		Smooth,	Continuous	Dosing
	•		Anti-Cavitation

Paco  
lc

Horizontal Single Stage End Suction Pumps
	Flow,	Q:		 														max.	4,500	gpm
	Head,	H:	 																							max.	350	ft
	Liquid	temp.:	 																									max.	275°F
	Working	press.:																						max.	250	psi

MP 204

Motor Protection Unit
 •		Protection	against	dry	running,	motor
     over temp., overload, over/undervoltage,
     current and phase imbalance
	•		Monitoring	of	power	consumption

cM, cME

 Horizontal Multi-stage Pumps
	Flow,	Q:		 																	max.	160	gpm
	Head,	H:	 																						max.	390	ft
	Liquid	temp.:	 																-4°F	to	+	248°F
	Working	press.:																					max.	232	psi
 

cUE

variable Frequency Drives
 range:                    1 up to 300 hp
 •	 Intuitive	start-up	guide
	•	 Smart	user	interface
	•	 Soft	start

cR, cRE

 vertical Multi-stage centrifugal Pump
	Flow,	Q:		 																	max.	790	gpm
	Head,	H:	 																					max.	995	ft
	Liquid	temp.:	 															-22°F	to	+	248°F
	Working	press.:																						max.	435	psi

cU 321

variable Frequency Drives
 range:                            3 and 5 hp
	•		Easy	setup
	•		Calibrated	to	Grundfos	motor	&	pump
	•		Built-in	protection	features

Peerless 
F & c

Horizontal close coupled End Suction Pumps
	Flow,	Q:		 														max.	3,000	gpm
	Head,	H:	 																							max.	400	ft
	Liquid	temp.:	 																								max.	250°F

cU 351

control Unit
	•		Energy	savings
	•		Built-in	start	up	wizard	for	easy
     commissioning of the system
	•		Ethernet	connection	option

Peerless 
aE/a

Horizontal Single Stage Split case Pumps
	Flow,	Q:		 												max.	25,000	gpm
	Head,	H:	 																							max.	660	ft
	Liquid	temp.:	 																								max.	250°F
	Working	press.:																						max.	510	psi

cIU
Fieldbus communication interface unit
 for easy integration of grundfos 
 e-products into scada systems
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puMpS

pumps

mOTOR pROTecTION vARIAble fRequeNcy dRIves mONITORING & cONTROls

surface pumps

surface pumps

dosing pumps

groundwater pumps

Sp
submersible 

pumps

peerless f & c
close-coupled 

centrifugal pumps

Mp 204
motor 

protection
unit

cu 351
control unit

cIu 271
grundfos remote 

management (grm)
communication 

interface unit

cue, cu 321
variable 

speed 
drives

peerless Ae/A
horizontal 

split-case pump

pAco lf
frame mounted, 

single stage 
end suction pumps

pAco Kp
split case, double 

suction pumps

ddA, ddc, dde
smart digital 
dosing pumps

dMe
digital dosing 

pumps

peerless vtp
vertical turbine

pumps

peerless Mf
Axial	and	Mixed	

flow pumps

boosterpaQ
pressure boosting 

systems

cMe
horizontal 

multi-stage pumps

pAco lc, lcv
end-suction & 

frame mounted pumps

cre
horizontal 

multi-stage pumps

Sp
peerless 

vtp
peerless 

Sp boosterpaQ
pAco  

lc, lcv cMe cre
peerless 

f&c
peerless 

Split-case pAco lf pAco Kp

Mp 204 - Motor protection        

cu 321 - vari. frequency drives 

cue - variable frequency drives        

cu 351 - Mpc controls          

cIu 271  - remote Management          

AcceSSorIeS
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The fuTuRe  
– susTAINAble  
AGRIculTuRe

iNtelligeNt techNologies that make irrigatioN  

more efficieNt across the board are helpiNg farmers 

meet future challeNges of populatioN groWth aNd 

food productioN.
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Water and energy management are urgent issues facing an 
increasingly urbanized world, not least for irrigation and food 
production. complexity is increasing for irrigation applica-
tions, with greater demands for reducing energy consumption, 
protecting the water source, reducing the co2 footprint and 
integrating of all aspects of the pumping solution. 

in 2050, the world population is estimated to be nine billion. 
By then, the urban population is estimated to almost double 
from 3.4 billion today to 6.4 billion. this will further increase 
the pressure on our limited water resources that are already 
stressed today. managing the water source is not only a ques-
tion of more mouths to feed; people today consume more 
calories and eat more meat, and this requires more water to 
produce food.

there is a need for intelligent technologies that reduce water 
usage and energy consumption, manage the water source, 
and make irrigation more efficient across the board. to meet 
the challenges of population growth and food production in 
the future, agriculture must become more sustainable while 
maintaining profitability for the farmer. 

AuTOmATION ANd INTellIGeNce
in agriculture, we see increasing automation involving more so-
phisticated machinery, more complex data calculations, better 
water management, and more efficient practices.

it is already possible to use gps to guide tractors, automatic 
weeders and robotic slope mowers, and in irrigation gps is used 
as trackers on pivots. these machines greatly cut down the cost 
of labor, and further technology applications could see remote 
controlled tractors and data tags may be seen in the near fu-
ture. 

Devices that examine the land are also becoming more sophis-
ticated. tools that display the amount of water used, fertilizer 
applied, crop yield, soil conditions, weather patterns, and crop 
topography are already being used. equipment includes dos-
ing pumps, soil topography maps, and soil moisture sensors. 
however, the interpretation of the data is still being done by 
human experts. eventually, all of the data will be put together, 
the analyses will be executed by a computer, and the computer 
will tell the farmer how to alter routines in order to produce a 
greater yield. 

Better resource management and therefore more efficient prac-
tices means the use of less water and pesticides applied more 
sustainably. in the future, environmental rules will probably 
become stricter. Water intake, treatment, distribution, and pes-
ticide application will be monitored more closely. regulations 
on tailwater and water sources being used will also continue 
to increase. farmers ought to begin managing their resources 
more carefully now, so that increasing regulation of tailwater 
and water sources will be easier to meet when enacted. 
 

The INcReAsING ImpORTANce Of The 
pump
increasingly, the systems that will be used to irrigate a field will 
be the most efficient system for that field, and the irrigation 
techniques will become more and more specific to each field. 
many consider drip irrigation the perfect system to use in order 
to conserve resources, because of the reduced amount of water 
that is delivered to the root zone, resulting in less waste.  

however, the type of pump that is used is an important factor 
in conservation too, and for ensuring that the farmer’s irriga-
tion design layout meets the precise requirements for the crop 
and optimizes irrigation efficiency. pumps should neither over 
pump nor produce too much pressure. in many cases a variable 
frequency drive (VfD) should be used to control the pump from 
using excess water and energy. pump controls will be integrated 
with the irrigation controller to make sure they are communi-
cating with each other, and that both are running only when 
necessary.

these requirements are satisfied if the pump matches the irri-
gation system, flow pressure is kept low, and controls are used. 
as we have discussed, the tendency towards integration and 
automation is increasing, and it won’t be long until a whole 

THE CHALLENGE IS FOR AGRICULTURE 
TO bECOME mORe susTAINAble 

WHILE MAINTAINING PROFITAbILITy 
FOR THE FARMER.  

INTellIGeNT TechNOlOGIes ARE  
ALREADy HELPING ACHIEVE THIS.

The fuTuRe – susTAINAble 
AGRIculTuRe
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farming operation can be controlled from a 
portable device. 

from deep-set turbines to surface boost-
ing operations, grundfos can supply intel-
ligent agricultural pumping solutions for 
all groundwater and surface water flow re-
quirements. pumps with variable frequency 
drives (VfD) take account of changing condi-
tions above and below ground and deliver 
the right amount of pressure and head at the 
nozzle. this ensures that energy costs don’t 
eat away at profit margins. 

in a rapidly-developing field, grundfos is one 
of the most innovative companies, discover-
ing new ways of doing things and of refining 
proven successes. ultimately, grundfos will 
continue to raise the standards for irrigation 
pumping systems to meet the needs of mod-
ern, high-potential growers.

THE TENDENCy  
TOWARDS INTeGRATION 

AND AuTOmATION IS  
INCREASING, AND IT 

WON’T bE LONG UNTIL  
A WHOLE FARMING  
OPERATION CAN bE  

CONTROLLED FROM A 
pORTAble DEVICE. 
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GlOssARy

much termiNology is used iN irrigatioN.  

the most commoNly-used terms are defiNed here. 
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Much terminology is used in irrigation. The most commonly-used terms are defined here.

acre-foot
the quantity of water required to cover one acre of land (sur-
face) with water one foot deep (325,851 gallons). the acre-foot is 
the most common measure of volume in irrigated agriculture.

aquifer
a water-bearing soil formation or group of formations having 
sufficient permeability to yield useable amounts of water to 
wells.

axial flow pump
pump design used for low-head, high flow conditions, also 
called a propeller pump. this design does not use centrifugal 
action (see centrifugal pump) to move water. rather it uses 
the principle of a wedge. Water is physically forced through the 
pump by the rotating propeller. see page 61.

Booster pump
a pump used for providing a medium to high discharge pres-
sure. usually used for pumps supplying sprinkler or micro-irri-
gation systems.

Bowl
the bowl, also called the pump housing, is the stationary part 
of the pump and often contains guide vanes to convert the rota-
tion energy into pressure.

Bowl efficiency
efficiency of the pump by itself (as opposed to combination of 
the pump driver and transmission system). it is difficult to de-
termine bowl efficiency in the field. an estimation can be made 
by subtracting out other losses associated with the pumping 
station such as the power plant and transmission efficiencies.

capacity
the flow rate of a pump. it is generally used when referring to 
the normal (or required design) flow rate of the pumping sta-
tion.

cavitation
the rapid formation and collapse of air bubbles in water as it 
moves through a pump. this results from too high a vacuum in 
the pump itself due to insufficient “net positive suction head.” 
cavitation causes pitting of the impeller and pump housing and 
can greatly degrade pump performance. see page 61.

centrifugal pump
a pump in which water enters the center of a rotating impeller 
and is flung out radially, gaining energy in the process. this is 
also a term commonly used for a specific type of pump where 
the impeller is enclosed in a volute casing. a volute casing is a 
type of casing where the area of water flow increases uniformly 
towards the pump discharge. the increase in flow area converts 
the velocity achieved through centrifugal action into pressure.

check valve
a valve installed in a pipeline that automatically closes and 
stops water from flowing backwards when a pump is shut off.

chemigation
the application of pesticides or system maintenance products 
through an irrigation system.

chlorination
periodic injection of chlorine compounds into wells to prevent 
the growth of bacteria and slimes. also used when referring to 
injection into irrigation systems, most often micro-irrigation 
systems.

corrosion
Deterioration and destruction of metal by chemical and/or gal-
vanic reactions. chemical corrosion dissolves the metal, which 
is then carried away by the water. chemical corrosion can allow 
sand to enter the well. galvanic corrosion is caused by electro-
lytic cells forming between dissimilar metals or surfaces.

co2 footprints
a carbon footprint has historically been defined as the total 
set of greenhouse gas (ghg) emissions caused by an organiza-
tion, event, product or person. this is typically calculated as a 
carbon dioxide equivalent (co2e), using the relevant 100-year 
global warming potential. for simplicity of reporting, it is often 
expressed in terms of the amount of carbon dioxide.

Daily crop water use (evapotranspiration – ET)
this is the net amount of water extracted from the soil daily by 
the crop and surface evaporation from the soil.

Data bus
this is also called a fieldbus and refers to the family of indus-
trial computer network protocols used for real-time distributed 
control. an automated industrial system (e.g. a manufacturing 
assembly line) usually needs an organized hierarchy of con-

GlOssARy
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troller systems to function. in this hierarchy there is usually a 
human machine interface (hmi) at the top, where an operator 
can monitor or operate the system. this is typically linked to a 
middle layer of programmable logic controllers (plc) via ether-
net. at the bottom of the control chain is the fieldbus that links 
the plcs to the sensors and actuators (for example, the motors, 
pumps, and valves in the field) that actually do the work.
 
Deep well pumps
also called groundwater pumps, these are typically multistage 
pumps of either the submersible pump type or the vertical tur-
bine type. Bowl and impellers are often identical, but the sub-
mersible pump has a submersible motor, while the vertical tur-
bine has a dry motor above the water.

Development of well
the process of removing the finer material from the aquifer or 
gravel pack surrounding a new well, which may include drill-
ing mud forced into the formation during well construction. if 
performed after the well has been in service for some time it is 
referred to as “re-developing” a well.

Discharge head
the pressure at the discharge flange of a pump.

Distribution uniformity (DU)
a measure of how evenly water soaks into a field during an irri-
gation. it is usually a percentage between 0 and 100; the higher 
the number the better. a Du of 100% is theoretically possible 
but practically impossible to achieve. it is the upper limit of ir-
rigation efficiency if the whole field is sufficiently irrigated.

Drawdown
the difference in elevation between static and dynamic (pump-
ing) water levels in a well, usually following a specified operat-
ing time.

Duty point
the duty point of a pump is the flow and head produced when 
it is pumping at maximum efficiency.

Effective root zone
the depth of soil in which you are actively managing the crop 
(fertilizer levels, tilth, soil moisture, etc.).

Elevation lift
the term used when a pump transfers water from one elevation 
level to another elevation level.

Enclosure class
enclosure class is used to classify electrical equipment and 
states under which condition the equipment may be used (in-
door, outdoor, submerged, and so on).

Evapotranspiration (ET)
see “daily crop water use”

Field capacity
the amount of water the soil will hold.

Fertigation
the application of fertilizer and/or soil additions with water 
from the irrigation system.

Flow meter
any measuring device used to measure fluid flow rates in a pipe 
or open channel. the flow meter may measure instantaneous 
flow rates or total fluid volumes over a period of time.

Freeboard
Distance from the top of the flowing water to the top of the 
channel banks.

Friction loss
Water pressure lost as a result of contact between moving wa-
ter and the enclosure that it is moving in (either a pipeline or 
open channel).

Fuse
an electrical device that protects the electrical system from 
overload. a fuse is typically fast-reacting, and disconnects the 
electrical current when a maximum value is exceeded.

Gravel pack
a thin layer of various sizes of gravel placed between the well 
casing and the well itself. gravel packs are designed to prevent 
soil particles from entering the well casing.

Head (feet of head)
an alternative term for pressure. one pound per square inch 
pressure (1 psi) equals 2.31 feet of water head. that is, a column 
of water 2.31 feet high will exert 1 psi at the bottom of the col-
umn.

Horsepower (hp)
horsepower is a rate of doing work - how far can a mass be 
moved in a period of time. one horsepower equals 33,000 foot 
pounds per minute, that is, one horsepower can raise 33,000 
pounds one foot over the period of one minute.

Impeller
the impeller is the rotating component of the pump and is 
contained within the pump bowl (or pump volute). impellers 
may be configured as open, closed, or semi-open. they are usu-
ally made of bronze, cast iron, plastic, or cast iron coated with 
porcelain enamel. the impeller transfers energy developed by 
the pump driver to the water as water flows through the pump 
bowl. see chapter 10.
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Impeller trim
the specific diameter of the impeller used in a pump. impellers 
are cast at the maximum diameter but may be “trimmed” to 
better match the required operating condition(s).

Irrigation efficiency (IE)
a measure of how much water that is pumped and applied to a 
field is beneficially used. (Beneficial uses include crop water use 
and leaching for salt control.) one must know the physical and 
time boundaries of the measurement for it to be meaningful. 
the ie for a single irrigation on a field may be different than the 
average ie for all irrigations on that field for a season. it may 
be different than the ie for the entire farm for the season. it is 
usually expressed as a percentage between 0 and 100. an ie of 
100% is not theoretically possible due to immediate evapora-
tion of water during irrigation.

Irrigation s cheduling
the purpose of irrigation scheduling is to determine the exact 
amount of water to apply to the field and the exact timing for 
application. the amount of water applied is determined by us-
ing a criterion to determine irrigation need and a strategy to 
describe how much water to apply in any situation.

Manometer
a portable device using what is known as velocity head (the en-
ergy of the moving water) to measure water flow rates in pipe-
lines. these are commonly used during pump efficiency
tests due to the ease of installation and removal. however, they 
are large and require careful handling and are not generally rec-
ommended for use by pump owners.

Mixed flow pump
mixed flow pumps combine the principles of radial and axial 
flow impeller designs. see page 61.

Multi-stage pump
a pump having more than one impeller/bowl assembly. com-
monly used when referring to turbine pumps and submersible 
pumps. see page 61.

Net positive suction head (NPSH)
a design requirement dependent on the individual pump. the 
required npsh must be available at the pump inlet to prevent 
cavitation.

Net water needed versus gross water applied
net water is what you need to replace in the field. gross water 
is how much you have to pump in order to accomplish this goal.

operating condition
the combination of flow and pressure (total dynamic head) 
developed by the pump. a pump can operate at a number of 
operating conditions defined by its pump performance curve.

overload relay
a device that protects the equipment, typically an electric mo-
tor, from long term overload. an overload relay will allow short 
term overload without breaking the circuit. 

Parallel pumps
two or more pumps (many times of different sizes for flexibility) 
discharging into a common pipeline to increase the flow rate at 
a given pressure in the pipeline.

Programmable logic controller (Plc)
a plc is used for the automation of electromechanical process-
es, such as control of machinery on factory assembly lines, con-
trol of pumps and valves in processing plants and many other 
similar types of systems. the plc is designed for flexible mul-
tiple inputs and output arrangements, extended temperature 
ranges, immunity to electrical noise, and resistance to vibration 
and impact. 

Pump
a mechanical device that converts mechanical energy (usually a 
rotating shaft or reciprocating rod) into hydraulic energy (flow-
ing water for example).

Pump capacity
the flow rate through a pump in gallons per minute (gpm).

Pump efficiency
the relation between the power produced by the pump (prod-
uct of flow and head) and the motor horsepower needed to 
drive the pump. pump efficiency should be minimum 70%. the 
pump efficiency can be read from the manufacturer’s pump 
curves.

Pump housing
the pump housing, also called the bowl, is the stationary part 
of the pump, and often contains guide vanes to convert the ro-
tation energy into pressure.

Pump and motor efficiency
the relation between the power produced by the pump (prod-
uct of flow and head) and the power absorbed by the motor, in 
kW. pump and motor efficiency can be measured. see chapter 
12.

Pump performance curve
a set of measurements, usually in graphical form, available 
from the pump manufacturer showing the relationship be-
tween total head, horsepower requirements, and net positive 
suction head requirements at any given flow rate for a pump.

Pumping lift
the distance from the center line of the discharge pipe at the 
pump head to the water level in the pumping well.
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Pumping water level
the water level in a well after the pump while pumping is in 
progress. typically a pump tester will measure this level after 
10 to 60 minutes of pumping. this may or may not represent 
pumping water levels hours or days later.

Radial flow pumps
radial flow pumps have impeller designs capable of generating 
a high pressure. see page 61.

Revolutions per minute (RPM)
the rotating speed of the shaft of a pump or the driver (motor).

Sand separator
a device installed on the pump intake pipe in deep-well turbine 
pumps to remove sand from the water before it can enter the 
pump. they may also be installed on the pump outlet works and 
be used to remove sand in water before it enters water distribu-
tion systems (municipal, industrial, or irrigation).

ScaDa
the term scaDa (supervisory control and Data acquisition) 
usually refers to centralized systems that monitor and control 
entire sites, or complexes of systems that can be spread out 
over large areas (anything from an irrigation system to a coun-
try). most control actions are performed automatically by Dedi-
cated controllers or by plcs (programmable logic controller).

Series pumps
two or more pumps installed so that one pump discharges into 
the intake of another pump, increasing pressure at a given flow 
rate. the total head developed by the second pump is added to 
the total head of the first pump. the most common configura-
tion is a well pump discharging into a booster pump. note also 
that a “multi-stage” turbine pump is actually a pump connect-
ed in series.

Single stage pump
a single stage pump has only the pump housing or bowl with 
one impeller.

Soil moisture depletion (SMD)
the net amount of water that you need to replace in the root 
zone of the crop.

Soil probe
a long piece of 3/8” steel bar, usually tipped by a ball bearing, 
with a handle. the probe is pressed into wetted soil to judge 
how deep water has penetrated. it can be used during an ir-
rigation to indicate when enough water has soaked into the 
ground. it can also be used to judge the uniformity of an irriga-
tion. if 2-3 days after an irrigation the probe can be pushed into 
the soil to a depth of 4 feet at the top of a furrow, and only to 2 
 

feet at the bottom of the same furrow, this is an indication of 
poor distribution uniformity.

Stage
one impeller/bowl assembly of a multi-stage pump. pumps can 
be termed as “single-stage” or “multi-stage” pumps.

Static water level
the depth of the water level in a well when unaffected by the 
pumping of that well.

Suction lift (suction head)
Distance from the water surface to the pump intake when the 
pump is located above the water surface.

Suction water level
the water level from where the pump must pump the water.

Submersible pump
a type of deep well pump that utilizes a waterproof electric mo-
tor connected directly to the pump, both installed in the well 
below the pumping water level.

System curve
the system curve of a pumping system is a term for the friction 
in the system. the friction comes from pipes, valves, elbows, 
tee’s, and the like, and is often constant. clogging of the system, 
or if a valve’s setting is changed are examples of things that will 
change the system curve. By definition the system curve always 
goes through the duty point of the pump.

Tailwater
tailwater refers to waters located immediately downstream 
from a hydraulic structure, such as a dam, bridge or culvert.

Time-of-use rates (ToU)
electric power rate schedules whereby lower costs are offered 
for power used in the “off-peak” (and sometimes during the 
“shoulder” or “mid-peak”) period and higher rates are charged 
for power used during “on-peak” periods. the term “onpeak” 
refers to times when power use is the highest for a utility. con-
versely, offpeak refers to that time when power use is lowest.

Totalizer
a type of flow meter, or a part of a flow meter, that provides a 
measure of total water volume flowing past a point over time.

Turbine pump
this pump operates on the principle of centrifugal action. as 
water enters the impeller it is flung outward, gaining energy, 
through the rotation of the impeller. many times, multiple 
pump assemblies (pump bowl and impeller) are stacked on top 
of each other and the water is directed by the pump bowl up-
wards to the next impeller/bowl assembly.
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Uniformity
also called Distribution uniformity. uniformity is in percent, 
and the number indicates how even a given amount of water is 
distributed over a given area. the higher the number, the better 
is the uniformity.

variable frequency (speed) drive (vFD)
a solid-state electrical device used to change the frequency of 
ac electric energy supplied to an electric motor. Varying the 
frequency of the ac current will vary the speed of the motor, 
allowing the electric motor to be throttled like an internal com-
bustion engine. VfDs are used in situations requiring many dif-
ferent operating conditions on a regular basis.

vertical turbine pump (vTP)
a turbine pump installed inside a well casing below the pump-
ing water level in the well. the motor is not installed in the wa-
ter.

viscosity
the viscosity of a fluid says something about how thick or thin 
it is, and how easy it will flow. a thick fluid, like syrup, has a high 
viscosity, while water has a low viscosity.

Water hammer
Water hammer can occur when water is flowing in a pipe and 
a valve is closed too quickly, causing possible damage to the 
pipes. see page 76.

Well casing
pipe (usually some type of metal but may also be plastic) used 
as the lining for a well. a layer of rock (termed the “gravel pack”) 
is usually placed between the well casing and the aquifer to 
help prevent soil particles from entering the well. the casing 
will have small openings (called perforations or slots) at levels 
where water-bearing soil formations are thought to be.

Well efficiency
the drawdown outside the well casing divided by the draw-
down inside the well (the higher the number the better).
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Grundfos Holding A/s
Poul Due Jensens Vej 7
DK-8850 Bjerringbro
Tel: +45 87 50 14 00
www.grundfos.com

Grundfos Pumps Corporation
17100 W. 118th Terrace Olathe
KS 66061
USA
Tel: (+1) 913-227-3400
www.grundfos.us
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